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Letter dated 21 June 2012 from the Chair of the Security Council
Committee established pursuant to resolution 1533 (2004) concerning
the Democratic Republic of the Congo addressed to the President
of the Security Council
On behalf of the Security Council Committee established pursuant to
resolution 1533 (2004) concerning the Democratic Republic of the Congo, and in
accordance with paragraph 4 of Security Council resolution 2021 (2011), I have the
honour to submit herewith the interim report of the Group of Experts on the
Democratic Republic of the Congo (see annex).
In this connection, I would appreciate if the present letter, together with its
annex, were brought to the attention of the members of the Security Council and
issued as a document of the Council.
I have the further honour to inform you that the Group of Experts intends to
transmit to the Security Council, through the Committee, an addendum to the
interim report in due course.
(Signed) Agshin Mehdiyev
Chair
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Annex
Letter dated 18 May 2012 from the Group of Experts on the
Democratic Republic of the Congo addressed to the Chair of the
Security Council Committee established pursuant to resolution
1533 (2004) concerning the Democratic Republic of the Congo
The members of the Group of Experts on the Democratic Republic of the
Congo have the honour to transmit the interim report of the Group, prepared in
pursuance of paragraph 4 of Security Council resolution 2021 (2011).
(Signed) Steven Hege
(Signed) Nelson Alusala
(Signed) Ruben de Koning
(Signed) Marie Plamadiala
(Signed) Emilie Serralta
(Signed) Steven Spittaels
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I. Introduction
1.
Pursuant to paragraph 4 of Security Council resolution 2021 (2011), the Group
of Experts on the Democratic Republic of the Congo submits the following interim
report in fulfilment of its obligation to report to the Council, through the Security
Council Committee established pursuant to resolution 1533 (2004) concerning the
Democratic Republic of the Congo (hereafter referred to as “the Committee”), by
18 May 2012. The purpose of the report is:
(a) To establish the Group’s interpretation of its mandate and methodology
based on guidance and advice received to date from the Committee;
(b) To signal the direction of the Group’s current research efforts without
compromising ongoing investigations;
(c) To highlight critical events related to the Group’s mandate which have
taken place since the Group’s previous final report was submitted to the Committee
on 18 October 2011 (S/2011/738), including factual updates on sanctioned
individuals and entities, as well as those cited in previous reports.
The Group will present its final report to the Security Council, through the
Committee, before 19 October 2012 in pursuance of paragraph 4 of resolution 2021
(2011).
2.
By his letter dated 10 February 2012 (S/2012/85), the Secretary-General
informed the Security Council that he had appointed to the Group of Experts the
following individuals: Mr. Nelson Alusala of Kenya (arms); Mr. Ruben de Koning
of the Netherlands (natural resources); Ms. Marie Plamadiala of the Republic of
Moldova (customs and aviation); Mr. Steven Spittaels of Belgium (finance); and
Mr. Steven Hege of the United States of America (armed groups and Coordinator).
By his letter dated 8 March 2012 (S/2012/143), the Secretary-General appointed the
sixth member of the Group, Ms. Emilie Serralta of France (regional issues). The
Group will not benefit from the support of any consultants during its current
mandate.
3.
Following consultations with the Security Council members and concerned
Member States in New York, the Group presented its investigative priorities to the
Committee on 2 March 2012. The Group arrived in the Democratic Republic of the
Congo on 11 March 2012 to begin its field work.

A.

Mandate
4.
The Group of Experts on the Democratic Republic of Congo is a
non-permanent team of independent individuals appointed by the Secretary-General,
in consultation with the Security Council Committee established pursuant to
resolution 1533 (2004) concerning the Democratic Republic of the Congo. The
mandate of the Group, which supports the Committee and works under its direct
guidance and advice, was originally established pursuant to resolution 1533 (2004)
to monitor violations of the sanctions regime and arms embargo introduced by the
Council in its resolution 1493 (2003). The Group’s current mandate is derived from
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five subsequent Council resolutions, most recently resolution 2021 (2011), adopted
on 29 November 2011.1
5.
In its monitoring of the arms embargo, the Group’s primary role is to
investigate and document evidence regarding the procurement of military
equipment, including weapons and ammunition, by armed groups active in the
Democratic Republic of the Congo, as well as their related financial networks and
involvement in the exploitation and trade of natural resources. Following the
adoption of resolution 1807 (2008), the arms embargo was lifted on the Government
of the Democratic Republic of the Congo and subsequently only applies to all
non-governmental entities.
6.
However, as established in its two previous final reports (S/2010/596 and
S/2011/738), the Group evaluates the challenges related to the integration of former
armed groups into the national security forces, notably the Forces armées de la
République démocratique du Congo (FARDC), as well as the involvement of
criminal networks within security forces in the exploitation and trade in natural
resources, thus undermining mining industry and security sector reform efforts. The
Group has taken note of the particular interest of the Security Council in such issues
through its informal consultations with Council members as well as by paragraph 12
of resolution 2021 (2011), by which the Council encourages the Government of the
Democratic Republic of the Congo to continue to address the underlying issue of the
cohesion of the national Army, including by further ensuring proper integration and
vetting of former armed groups, in particular the Congrès national pour la défense
du peuple (CNDP), into FARDC.
7.
Moreover, by paragraphs 6 to 13 of resolution 1952 (2010), reaffirmed by
paragraph 5 of resolution 2021 (2011), the Security Council has tasked the Group
with evaluating the impact of its due diligence guidelines for importers, processing
industries and consumers of Congolese mineral products, as conveyed to the
Committee in its final report of 2010 on 18 October 2010.2 The guidelines aim to
help companies avoid reputational damage and possible targeted sanctions. With
regard to the latter, by paragraph 9 of resolution 1952 (2010), the Council decided
that the Committee, in determining whether to designate an individual or entity
supporting the illegal armed groups in the eastern part of the Democratic Republic
of the Congo through illicit trade of natural resources … should consider, among
other things, whether the individual or entity has exercised due diligence ....
8.
By paragraph 5 of resolution 2021 (2011), the Security Council requested the
Group to include in its evaluation of the impact of due diligence a comprehensive
assessment on the economic and social development of the relevant mining areas in
the Democratic Republic of the Congo.
9.
Furthermore, by paragraph 6 of resolution 1952 (2010), the Security Council
requested the Group to investigate perpetrators of serious violations of international
humanitarian law and human rights abuses, including within the national armed
forces …, which was reaffirmed by paragraph 5 of resolution 2021 (2011). As such,
__________________
1

2

4

Security Council resolutions 1807 (2008), 1857 (2008), 1896 (2009), 1952 (2010) and 2021
(2011).
See final report of the Group, sect. IX, in document S/2010/596. A consolidated version of the
recommended five-step due diligence process is available at www.un.org/sc/committees/1533/
pdf/due_diligence_guidelines.pdf.
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the Group seeks to identify responsibility for commanding the recruitment of child
soldiers, the targeting of women and children, and acts of sexual violence.
10. On the basis of the conclusions of its investigations, the Group makes
recommendations in its interim and final reports regarding the implementation of
measures to enforce the arms embargo and sanctions regime as well as to address
issues related to armed groups, criminal networks within the security services and
the trade in natural resources. By paragraph 18 (f) of resolution 1807 (2008), the
Group is mandated to identify individuals and entities found to have violated the
provisions of the arms embargo or the sanctions regime, and to recommend them for
targeted sanctions through a confidential annex to its final report. As established by
resolutions 1807 (2008) and 1857 (2008), the criteria for designation can be found
in annex 1.
11. The Group considers that financial support to or business dealings with a
sanctioned individual or entity constitute violations of the assets freeze and
therefore are sanctionable acts. The current list of individuals and entities
designated for targeted sanctions by the Committee (as of 28 November 2011)3 is
provided in annex 2 and updated information on some of the individuals and entities
on the list is provided in annex 3, which the Group intends to convey formally to the
Committee with a view to updating the list.

B.

Methodology
12. The Group of Experts adheres to a rigorous investigative methodology to
ensure the greatest degree of accuracy of its assertions and conclusions. Its
evidentiary standards uphold those recommended by the Informal Working Group of
the Security Council on General Issues of Sanctions in its report of 2006 (see
S/2006/997, annex). The Group conducts exhaustive and in-depth field research in
zones controlled by armed groups, seeking at all times to rely on authentic
documents and, wherever possible, first-hand, on-site observations by the experts
themselves, including photographs. Where such evidence is not possible to obtain,
investigative conclusions must be corroborated, at a minimum, by three sources
assessed by the Group to be independent of one another, credible and reliable. The
Group prioritizes testimonies from current and former members of armed groups,
local witnesses of specific events and security services principally from the
Democratic Republic of the Congo. Nevertheless, the Group systematically assesses
the credibility of each of its sources and remains wary of deliberate efforts to
influence its findings. Further details regarding the Group’s methodology can be
found in annex 4.
13. By successive resolutions, the Security Council has consistently called upon
the Group of Experts, the United Nations Organization Stabilization Mission in the
Democratic Republic of the Congo (MONUSCO) and its predecessor, the United
Nations Organization Mission in the Democratic Republic of the Congo (MONUC),
to closely cooperate and share information. By paragraph 18 of resolution 1807
(2008), reaffirmed by paragraph 4 of resolution 2021 (2011), the Council requested
the Group to examine and analyse information gathered by MONUC in the context
of its monitoring mandate. By paragraph 11 of resolution 1896 (2009), the Council

__________________
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requested, in particular, that MONUC share all relevant information with the Group.
However, as of the drafting of the present report, during its current mandate, the
Group has not received through formal channels any documents and/or reports
issued by MONUSCO.
14. Finally, in light of the newly adopted limit of 23,000 words (excluding the
annexes) for all reports by United Nations expert groups, the Group has sought to
identify and target only the most critical and substantive violations of the arms
embargo of greatest interest to the Security Council based on the guidance and
advice provided by the Committee. The following sections of the report outline the
Group’s current assessment of those priorities within the different components of its
mandate and provide a factual update on key developments.

II. Foreign armed groups
15. The Group intends to continue focusing its efforts on the principal foreign
armed groups present in the Democratic Republic of the Congo, notably the Allied
Democratic Forces (ADF), the Forces démocratiques de libération du Rwanda
(FDLR) and the Forces nationales de libération (FNL). Smaller allies and splinter
groups will not be covered, unless the Group obtains clear evidence of external
support. The Group will continue to investigate the involvement of foreign armed
groups in local sources of financing, such as the trade in natural resources,
recruitment efforts, weapons procurement and any local or external financial or
military support. It will not investigate the Lord’s Resistance Army in any depth
owing to the fact that there are consistently no indications that this armed group,
present in Orientale province, benefits from any external or local financial or
military support, nor is it involved in the exploitation or trade of natural resources.

A.

Allied Democratic Forces
16. The Allied Democratic Forces are a Ugandan-led Islamist rebel group based
around the Rwenzori Mountains of North Kivu. Sanctioned individual Jamil Mukulu4
remains the ADF supreme Commander. The Group has received initial reports that
Mr. Mukulu has been present in the Democratic Republic of the Congo with ADF
combatants in recent months. During its current mandate, the Group is investigating
both local financial arrangements as well as external financing of ADF, in particular
the role played by regional and international support networks coordinated by
Mr. Mukulu.
17. In August 2011, Mr. Mukulu’s residence in Nairobi was raided by Kenyan
police, where they captured one of his sons, Hassan Mukulu. The Group has
requested access to information and documents seized during this raid which relate
to the international financing of the rebels.
18. On 30 November 2011, FARDC arrested two Ugandan nationals in possession
of passports of the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland, who had
travelled to Beni territory in order to conduct training for the movement. Hoods
Sempebwa and Habibi Kiwanuka both allegedly have dual Ugandan and United

__________________
4

6

See www.un.org/News/Press/docs/2011/sc10410.doc.htm.
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Kingdom citizenship. As an indication of their importance to the rebel movement,
shortly after their arrest, ADF launched a failed attack to free them (see annex 5).
United Nations sources told the Group that Mr. Kiwanuka was a critical liaison
officer for ADF in the United Kingdom, who had come to coordinate activities on
the ground for a period of four months. Both individuals had been transferred to
Kinshasa by the Government of the Democratic Republic of the Congo. The Group
intends to seek further cooperation from both the Ugandan and United Kingdom
authorities to identify the financial support networks in which Mr. Sempebwa and
Mr. Kiwanuka were involved.
19. Faced with impending joint MONUSCO-FARDC operations in early 2012,
ADF have conducted repeated pre-emptive strikes against FARDC positions and
even targeted MONUSCO. On 18 January, ADF attacked FARDC at Mukoko and
pillaged uniforms and weapons after driving out the army unit deployed there. On
30 January, ADF ambushed a FARDC patrol east of Eringeti. ADF proceeded to kill
eight FARDC soldiers in Bilimani on 23 March and recovered their weapons,
forcing the Congolese army to retreat to defensive positions, thereby stalling
operations against them. When operation “Radi Strike” was launched in an attempt
to overrun key ADF camps, ADF fired on MONUSCO helicopters overflying the
rebel headquarters of Nadui, on 19 and 21 March. ADF subsequently transmitted a
letter to MONUSCO, citing verses from the Koran and threatening further attacks
on United Nations camps and personnel if the reconnaissance missions persisted
(see annex 6).
20. ADF have also continued targeting civilians whom they accuse of not respecting
business arrangements or providing intelligence to the Government of the Democratic
Republic of the Congo. On 13 November 2011, the rebels kidnapped 16 gold miners
east of Eringeti and killed Donat Malahumbe, a businessman and gold dealer with
long-standing ties to ADF, who had previously played an important role in facilitating
money transfers.
21. Finally, the Group intends to continue investigating ongoing ADF recruitment
throughout East Africa and alleged links with Al-Shabaab rebels in Somalia with the
support of the Kenyan, Tanzanian and Ugandan authorities, as well as in conjunction
with the United Nations Monitoring Group on Somalia and Eritrea.

B.

Forces nationales de libération
22. As documented by the Group during its 2011 mandate, the Burundian rebels of
the Forces nationales de libération have continued operating in South Kivu since the
flight of their president, Agathon Rwasa, from Burundi in July 2010. The resurgent
rebellion had been commanded by Antoine “Shuti” Baranyanka until February 2012,
when internal disputes concerning potential alliances led him to be replaced by his
chief intelligence officer, “Lt Col.” Aloys Nzamapema. FARDC killed FNL senior
officer Claver Nduwayezu, alias “Carmel” or “Mukono”, following an FNL ambush
attack along the main road near Kiliba on 3 May 2012.
23. In addition to their headquarters near Kiliba, FNL currently maintain positions
in hills above the village of Mboko in Fizi territory and a position in the Middle
Plains of Uvira territory. Furthermore, as a result of the dissolving of the FARDC
105th regiment in Fizi, FNL soldiers working with Mai Mai Yakutumba have
regained control of strategic and resource-rich areas on and south of the Ubwari
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peninsula on Lake Tanganyika. Current combatants have told the Group that FNL
recruitment continued within the Burundian security services, with small numbers
frequently passing into Uvira territory. The same sources indicated that FNL
continued to obtain weapons in the United Republic of Tanzania, often arriving on
boats via the Burundian port city of Rumonge.
24. Over the course of its previous mandate, the Group obtained testimonies from
members of the Burundian political opposition, who concluded that in light of their
perceptions of the human rights, political and governance situation in the country,
the only way to attract the attention of the international community and the
Government of Burundi was to mobilize armed forces in order to force a political
dialogue. In a two-pronged strategy, while demanding direct concessions from the
Government, opposition politicians of the Alliance of Democrats for Change
(ADC)-Ikibiri established and activated networks of support for a wider armed
rebellion, which included the FNL rebels present in South Kivu.
25. The Group reached these findings first and foremost through interviews with
five current FNL combatants both in Bujumbura and in Uvira territory, four arrested
rebel collaborators and four completely independent Burundian as well as
international interlocutors in consistent communication with these political leaders.
Though not mentioned in the Group’s final report of 2011, in a telephone
conversation in August 2011 the rebel Commander of the Front pour la restauration
de la démocratie-Abanyagihugu (FRD) in Ruyigi, Col. Pierre-Claver Kabirigi, also
confirmed the direct involvement of opposition political leaders, including Alexis
Sinduhije, in mobilizing for an armed rebellion, which included his forces, those of
FRONABU-TABARA, FNL and others.
26. Public and private statements made by members of the ADC-Ikibiri have also
repeatedly alluded to the threat of an armed rebellion as a reason to justify political
dialogue with the Government following their contestation of the 2010 elections.
Senior Burundian intelligence leadership, however, refused to acknowledge to the
Group an “armed rebellion” in Burundi or the links between political opponents and
armed groups.
Detention of Alexis Sinduhije in the United Republic of Tanzania
27. On 11 January 2012, in compliance with an Interpol request, Alexis Sinduhije
was detained by the Tanzanian police upon arrival in Dar es Salaam on a flight
coming from Kampala. According to Burundian authorities interviewed by the
Group, the Government had not pursued Mr. Sinduhije’s extradition to Bujumbura
so as not to appear to be persecuting the political opposition. Mr. Sinduhije was
subsequently released on 24 January and allowed to return to France via Uganda.
28. On 27 January 2012, Mr. Sinduhije wrote to the United Nations SecretaryGeneral in response to the Group’s findings and stated that because he was Tutsi,
Hutu rebels could never accept to work with him (see annex 7). Mr. Sinduhije’s
lawyer also wrote to the United Nations Sanctions Committee on 3 April 2012
raising several issues related to the Group’s methodology (see annex 8). The Group
has thoroughly responded to both of these correspondences (see annex 9).
29. In a strict interpretation of the Group’s mandate regarding the financing of
armed groups active in the eastern Democratic Republic of the Congo, the Group
referred to the Burundian rebels present on Congolese soil as FNL, but
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acknowledged in footnote 46 of its final report of 2011 that “negotiations among
Burundian opposition leaders about a name for their combatants are ongoing. Until a
decision has been taken, the Group will continue to refer to this foreign armed group
as the ‘Forces nationales de libération’.” While it appeared from several sources
very close to the Burundian political opposition leaders spearheading the
negotiations that an agreement was imminent, attempts to establish a unified
command under a single name have failed for several reasons, including Agathon
Rwasa’s reticence to lose control over his loyal FNL combatants.
30. During this current mandate, the Group has found evidence that FNL, while
remaining independent, has established operational alliances with FRD and
FRONABU-TABARA (hereafter FRONABU), as cemented in a meeting of
representatives of the three movements, which took place near Kamanyola in early
March 2012. Four FNL officers near Uvira confirmed that they were working with
both FRONABU and FRD combatants already present in the Democratic Republic
of the Congo.
FNL alliance with FRONABU-TABARA5
31. The Group has received several independent reports of a group of 40 Burundian
Tutsi combatants based in the hills above Uvira town. According to Banyamulenge
leaders and FDLR intelligence officers, these Burundians, who claim to be a prayer
group, are in fact FRONABU combatants. Civil society sources have reported them
as “les gens de Sinduhije”.
32. During the course of its previous mandate, the Group obtained over a dozen
testimonies attributing FRONABU to Mr. Sinduhije, including from three individuals
in direct and constant communication with him. One intelligence source from a
European country has also corroborated the fact that Mr. Sinduhije had created and
promoted the FRONABU idea. Furthermore, in March 2012 a senior FNL
representative with very close ties to Mr. Sinduhije described for the Group in
specific detail how Mr. Sinduhije had come up with the name FRONABU-TABARA
and presented it to him and others. The same source also claimed that Mr. Sinduhije
had insisted on contacting Mr. Baranyanka and had aspired to transform the FNL
combatants present under his command into FRONABU.
33. Mr. Sinduhije’s promotion of FRONABU as the name of the overarching new
alliance of armed movements is consistent with testimonies from current FNL
combatants interviewed in both Bujumbura and Uvira in August 2011, when the
movement did not possess any combatants of its own. Moreover, in August 2010
Col. Kabirigi of FRD had also confirmed for the Group that his rebel movement had
aspired to encapsulate the FNL rebels, but that Mr. Sinduhije was insisting on his
leadership and the name FRONABU-TABARA. Finally, according to one current
FNL combatant, Mr. Baranyanka’s departure from his command position at Kiliba
__________________
5
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During the Group’s previous mandate, FRONABU-TABARA was not present in the Democratic
Republic of the Congo and therefore was not the subject of its investigations. On 2 December
2010, France24 broadcast a documentary allegedly on FRONABU Commander “Gen.” Moïse in
South Kivu province. However, the combatant claiming to be the latter in the documentary is in
fact a Congolese Munyamulege combatant from Richard Tawimbi’s ex-FRF (Forces républicaines
fédéralistes) splinter group. During the Group’s visit to Mr. Tawimbi’s headquarters in August
2011, the individual was sighted among close protection escorts.
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for FNL was caused by the fact that he had refused to work with Tutsis, in particular
Mr. Sinduhije.
Alliance of the Forces nationales de libération with the Front pour la restauration
de la démocratie-Abanyagihugu
34. On 22 November 2011, Pierre-Claver Kabirigi declared the establishment of
FRD via a memorandum (see annex 10) published on 22 November 2011. According
to former and current combatants, the FRD movement included Union for Peace and
Development (UPD) political party member and deserter of the security services,
Jean Petty Nduwimana. During a telephone conversation with Col. Kabirigi, the
Group was invited to the United Republic of Tanzania to meet with him. FRD
launched a failed attack from the United Republic of Tanzania on police posts in
Cankuzo province in December 2011. The Government of Burundi claimed to have
killed 57 of the combatants and captured another 20.
35. On 10 April 2012, two Burundian FRD combatants, “Maj.” Kevin Ndaishimye,
alias Wilondja Ali, and “Capt.” Idi Shabani Morisho were arrested by FARDC in the
town of Sange in Uvira territory. In interviews with FARDC intelligence officers,
both “Capt.” Shabani and “Maj.” Ndaishimye confirmed the FRD alliance with
FNL, the presence of their high command in the United Republic of Tanzania and
their having purchased weapons through local Congolese arms dealers. Their
mission orders, as obtained by the Group, described such tasks as preparing for a
training centre in the Democratic Republic of the Congo, contacting Congolese
armed group leaders and recovering weapons from local contacts and arms caches
(see annex 11). The Group is seeking to confirm reports that Col. Kabirigi had been
killed near Kiliba in the Democratic Republic of the Congo in April 2012.
Gatumba massacre
36. Finally, the Group has continued to investigate the alleged involvement of
FNL in the massacre of 32 individuals in the Burundian border town of Gatumba in
August 2011. FNL officers confirmed that on the day of the massacre, Mr. Mukono
had been sent by the Burundian intelligence to attract Mr. Baranyanka to Gatumba,
where he was to be arrested. The Group will continue its inquiries into this event
during the remainder of its mandate.

C.

Forces démocratiques pour la libération du Rwanda
37. The end of 2011 and beginning of 2012 were characterized by a deterioration
of relations with local armed groups that participated in a successive wave of
targeted assassinations against key senior commanders and liaison officers of
FDLR. On 20 November 2011, the Congolese armed group Nduma Defence of
Congo (NDC) killed Montana Battalion Commander, Lt Col. Evariste Kanzeguhera,
alias “Sadiki Soleil”, at the village of Misao in Walikale territory. Sgt Maj. Séraphin
Leonso Karangwa escaped the attack. On 26 November 2011, the local armed group,
Front de défense du Congo (FDC), killed five FDLR combatants, including key
community liaison officers.
38. Lt Col. Faruha Honor Sindyamahuri was subsequently executed by his
immediate bodyguards on 6 December 2011 in Rutshuru territory. In the most
significant blow to the FDLR senior leadership, FDC participated in an attack on a
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key Forces combattantes abacunguzi (FOCA) position near Kimua, in Walikale
territory, killing five senior officers, including Chief of Staff “Brig. Gen.” Leodomir
Mugaragu.6 Finally, in January and February 2012 liaison antenna officers
Capt. Samson Businge, in Uvira territory, and Maj. Thomas, in Rutshuru, were also
assassinated by close bodyguards.
39. During the months of February and March 2012, joint MONUSCO-FARDC
military operations, referred to as Amani Kamilifu, aimed at overrunning FDLR
positions in Shabunda, Walungu, Kabare, Mwenga and Kalehe territories in South
Kivu province. Prior to and throughout these operations, FDLR were attacked by local
Raïa Mutomboki. The FDLR 2nd battalion Commander in South Kivu, Lt Aloys
Bizimana, alias Idrissa Bashaka, deserted the movement near Bunyakiri on 10 March
2012, citing specifically the pressure coming from the aggressive Raïa Mutomboki
cadres. While South Kivu Commander Col. Léon Mujyambere, alias “Achille”, was
appointed to replace Mr. Mugaragu as Chief of Staff, his departure to North Kivu
was blocked by Raïa Mutomboki forces moving northward to the border between
North Kivu and South Kivu.
40. In reaction to the threats posed by joint operations, FDC, Raïa Mutomboki and
selective assassinations, FDLR have conducted retaliatory attacks on the local
population accused of supporting such groups and called for reinforcements to
consolidate the security of senior command positions. According to ex-combatants,
FDLR have replaced personal escorts with only the most trustworthy and reliable
personnel, strengthened the monitoring of headquarters units and begun restricting
collaboration with local armed groups.
41. To adapt to increasing military pressure and the fluid security landscape of the
Kivus, current combatants have indicated that FDLR will restructure all units into
five sub-sectors and bring all of their units from South Kivu up to North Kivu. These
same sources indicate that Gen. Mudacumura7 will assume the role of President of
FDLR, previously occupied by Ignace Murwanashyaka8 and “Gen.” Gaston “Rumuli”
Iyamuremye,9 while the popular “Gen.” Stanislas “Bigaruka” Nzeyimana10 will
become the acting FOCA Commander. Finally, FDLR have welcomed new recruits
for training in Shario, Walikale territory.
42. Following the ex-CNDP (Congrès national pour la défense du peuple) mutiny
within FARDC in Masisi, Rutshuru and Uvira territories, FDLR have largely gained
back the majority of their most important positions and taken over strategic
locations abandoned by FARDC owing to the suspension of operations against them.
As a result of these radical shifts, several officers decided to reverse previous
decisions to desert the movement.
43. The Group will continue to focus its efforts during the remainder of its
mandate on determining the extent to which FDLR relies still on the mineral trade
and related local commercial activities. According to ex-combatants, since
November 2011, FDLR senior commanders have begun sharing more economic
revenue with lower-ranking soldiers. On 15 January 2012, the rebels briefly
__________________
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captured the gold mine of Omate following a failed attempt to seize control over
Bisie. Owing to the disruption of operations and the ex-CNDP mutiny, FDLR
regained many mining sites they had lost at the end of 2011 and in early 2012. At
the end of April 2012, the rebels took over the Lukoma tin mine and looted minerals
in Walungu territory.
44. In December 2011 the International Criminal Court dropped the charges against
FDLR Executive Secretary Callixte Mbarushimana11 and he was subsequently released.
According to ex-combatants, senior FDLR officers have used Mr. Mbarushimana’s
release to assuage fears of international justice. Despite war fatigue and internal
tensions stemming from Gen. Mudacumura’s leadership style, the hopes for eventual
support from Rwandan dissidents, such as Gen. Kayumba and Col. Karegeya, or a
drastic turn of events within Rwanda, have remained widespread among both FDLR
officers and the rank and file. On 14 May 2012, the Prosecutor of the International
Criminal Court asked the Court to issue an arrest warrant for Gen. Mudacumura. 12
The Group will continue its efforts of recent mandates to identify key political and
financial supporters of FDLR outside the Democratic Republic of the Congo.
45. The Group’s final report of 2011 cited extensive satellite telephone
communications between senior commanders of FDLR and individuals in Africa,
North America or Europe. The Group will continue to investigate potential support
from international networks, including individuals cited in previous reports.

III. Congolese armed groups
46. The Group will continue to investigate the financing of Congolese armed
groups through external support and involvement in the trade of natural resources.
In the run-up to provincial and municipal elections scheduled for January 2013, the
Group will also examine potential support to or manipulation by national, provincial
and local political leaders.

A.

Front de défense du Congo
47. FDC is a Congolese armed group which emerged in early 2012 as an important
force along the border of western Masisi and eastern Walikale. Originally created as
a local defence organization against FDLR and supporters of FARDC operations,
FDC was officially established under the overall command of “Gen.” Butu Luanda,
a self-declared ex-CNDP officer. FDC took part in several critical operations against
the senior FDLR leadership in the areas surrounding Ntoto and Kimua in January
and February 2012.
48. According to several FDC ex-combatants and Government authorities,
“Gen.” Luanda works closely with Gen. Ntaganda, who supplied him with financial
support, weapons and ammunition through Col. Ngaruye in Masisi. In early 2012
Col. Chuma, 84th sector Commander, planned to attack FDC, but ex-CNDP officers,
who orchestrated operations with the rebels, protected “Gen.” Luanda. According to
ex-combatants, Gen. Ntaganda’s insistence on attacking FARDC, following the start
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of the ex-CNDP mutiny, and the theft of FDC salaries by “Gen.” Luanda led to
divisions within the group in early May 2012.

B.

Mai Mai Raïa Mutomboki
49. Raïa Mutomboki was established as a self-defence group based in Shabunda.
The name “Raïa Mutomboki” is now claimed by semi-autonomous groups in
Kabare, Kalehe, Mwenga, Walungu and Walikale territories. With distinctive leaders
and no single command structure, some of these groups include FARDC deserters.
The groups have conducted violent attacks against FDLR combatants and their women
and children, and committed pillaging, arbitrary arrests, illegal taxation and sexual
violence according to United Nations sources. Their rise as a key armed group in
South Kivu, its combat operations against both FDLR and FARDC and its abuses
have spurred instability and displacement. According to information received by the
Group, several of these groups are now also illegally involved in gold and “3T” (tin,
tantalum and tungsten) mining.
50. In addition to fighting FDLR, Raïa Mutomboki has repeatedly clashed with
FARDC. The arrest of Raïa Mutomboki leader Major Ndundu, a former FARDC
officer, by the Congolese Army in Maniema in early 2012 further fuelled existing
tensions between the armed group and FARDC. In spite of this antagonism, the
Group has received reports that Raïa Mutomboki continues to obtain ammunition
from FARDC. On 12 April 2012, FARDC and Raïa Mutomboki signed a peace
agreement in Shabunda which has yet to take effect.

C.

Forces de résistance patriotiques en Ituri
51. Led by “Brig. Gen.” Banaloki, alias “Cobra Matata”, the Forces de résistance
patriotiques en Ituri (FRPI) had been limited to the area around Gety, in Ituri
district. According to district authorities, the group doubled the size of its force,
from about 250 combatants to about 500, by taking advantage of the desertions of
several high-ranking FARDC officers of the 4th and 13th brigades, based north of
Bunia, on 11 February 2012.
52. During FARDC negotiations with the mutineers, FRPI troops took advantage
of the security vacuum and left their forest hideouts on 23 February 2012. The
Group has learned from the regional FARDC command and local authorities from
the Gety area that several of the abandoned FARDC bases came under the control of
FRPI, which are also actively recruiting. At the same time, the FRPI leadership,
“Brig. Gen.” Banaloki and “Col.” Adirodhu, have put forth a list of demands while
expressing their willingness to negotiate their demobilization (see annex 12). To
date there has been no official response from Kinshasa to the FRPI proposal.

D.

Mai Mai Gédéon
53. In its final report of 2011, the Group documented a series of operations
launched by Katangese independence movements, including Coordination pour le
référendum et l’autodétermination du Katanga (CORAK). CORAK members
explained to the Group how they prepared and executed the freeing of notorious Mai
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Mai chief Gédéon Kyungu Mutanga in September 2011. His followers have now joined
the independence cause. Video footage obtained by the Group shows a wounded former
Mai Mai Gédéon lieutenant after a CORAK operation (see annex 13).
54. After his escape, Gédéon Kyungu Mutanga resurfaced in December 2011 in the
border area between the territories of Mitwaba and Manono in central Katanga,
known as the “triangle of death”, where he has reorganized his group. Panicked by
his return, local non-governmental organizations (NGOs) have documented more
than 35,000 people who fled the area by April 2012. Although some FARDC
“Katangese tigers” have followed him into the bush, other rebels have stayed in
Lubumbashi. Mai Mai Gédéon combatants conducted a series of attacks in the town
before and during the elections, and have stated to the Group that they were
planning new ones.

E.

Alliance des patriotes pour un Congo libre et souverain
55. The Group’s final report of 2011 concluded that National Deputy Honourable
Dieudonné Bakungu Mitondeke was an important financial and political supporter
of the Alliance des patriotes pour un Congo libre et souverain (APCLS). During the
elections, the Group received reports that APCLS had sought to ensure votes in the
Lukweti area for Mr. Mitondeke. On 2 December 2011, following a weapons search
throughout the city of Goma, a firefight took place at Mr. Mitondeke’s residence.
After weapons, ammunition and military uniforms were discovered in his house,
Mr. Mitondeke was arrested.
56. On 26 February 2012, the Supreme Court convicted Mr. Mitondeke of ethnic
hatred against the Rwandophone population. While FARDC intelligence officers
told the Group that Mr. Mitondeke was supporting preparations for an uprising in
Goma, APCLS representatives defended the position that the Deputy was targeted in
retaliation for leaving President Kabila’s party and joining the opposition prior to
elections in 2011.
57. Following the death of “Lt Col.” Evariste Kanzaguhera on 20 November 2011,
APCLS took control of the area vacated by the weakened FDLR and the fleeing
NDC. As a result of the ex-CNDP mutiny, APCLS took control of the towns of
Nyabiondo, Pinga and Mweso, and arrived just outside of Masisi centre. The Group
has received reports on the delivery of military supplies, including uniforms, to
APCLS in these towns.

F.

Mai Mai Yakutumba (Forces armées alléluia)
58. In its final report of 2011, the Group concluded that two of the most important
political and financial supporters of the group of Mai Mai Yakutumba, led by
“Gen.” William Amuri, were national politicians and members of the political
opposition, Jemsi Mulengwa and Anzuluni Bembe. Benefiting from the endorsement
of “Gen.” Amuri, both individuals were elected during the National Assembly
elections in November 2011. However, Mr. Bembe’s victory was eventually
invalidated by the decision of the Supreme Court in March 2012 on the basis of
discrepancies in the electoral process.
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59. Weakened and driven out of strategic positions in mining zones and along the
shores of Lake Tanganyika by FARDC military operations, “Gen.” Amuri undertook
negotiations with the Government in early 2012. He sent an official delegation to
Bukavu in early March. When negotiations stalled owing to their excessive
demands, the rebels seized upon the ex-CNDP mutiny and recaptured their
traditional positions along Lake Tanganyika, including the Ubwari peninsula,
Kazima port and the mining zones of Makama and Talama. According to local civil
society groups, the rebels have re-established their elaborate system of taxation on
the gold trade and boat movement on the lake. They also continue to collaborate
with the Burundian FNL rebels.

G.

Nduma Defence of Congo (Mai Mai Sheka)
60. The NDC Commander, “Gen.” Sheka Ntabo Ntaberi has allied himself with
ex-CNDP General Bosco Ntaganda since mid-2011. The Committee designated
“Gen.” Ntaberi for targeted sanctions on 28 November 2011,13 in the midst of his
failed electoral campaign for National Deputy.
61. On 20 November 2011, according to ex-combatants and politicians close to
NDC, following a visit to Goma to meet with Gen. Ntaganda, “Gen.” Ntaberi
conducted an operation to attack and kill a former close ally, FDLR Montana
battalion Commander Lt Col. Evariste Kanzaguhera, in the village of Misao. Three
days later, on 23 November 2011, “Gen.” Ntaberi arrived in Walikale centre with
some 60 combatants and surrendered to Col. Chuma. The following morning,
“Gen.” Ntaberi addressed a large crowd in Walikale centre and promoted his
candidacy for National Deputy as well as the re-election of President Kabila.
62. Later that day, several FARDC sources witnessed Gen. Ntaganda’s aide-decamp, Col. Masozera, land at Kilambo airstrip to retrieve “Gen.” Ntaberi in order to
ensure his protection. However, when some FARDC officers, including Col. Chuma,
received orders to arrest him, “Gen.” Ntaberi fled into the forest, leaving over 60
combatants to eventually be integrated into FARDC and sent to Kisangani.
63. From January 2012 onwards, according to several mining authorities and local
civil society, even after FARDC deployed to such locations, “Gen.” Ntaberi’s
networks have continued to be active in investing in and taxing the mineral trade.
After losing another 30 combatants to desertions resulting from the breakdown of
relations with FDLR, NDC has slowly been reinforced through support from
Gen. Ntaganda, who has been an ally of “Gen.” Ntaberi since mid-2011. NDC
played an important supporting role to Gen. Ntaganda during the ex-CNDP mutiny.

IV. Challenges to the integration of Congolese armed groups
64. The Group has sought to monitor the integration of former armed groups in
FARDC following the signature of the 23 March 2009 agreements between the
Government of the Democratic Republic of the Congo and CNDP and PARECO
(Coalition des patriotes résistants congolais) armed groups, the Group has sought to
monitor their integration. During its 2010 and 2011 mandates, the Group highlighted
__________________
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such obstacles as the continuous parallel chains of command, privileged treatment
of ex-CNDP officers in the Kivus and the economic interests of criminal networks
within FARDC, often involving former members of armed groups.
65. At the beginning of 2012, the authorities in Kinshasa assessed the postelectoral period and the growing international pressure for the arrest of
Gen. Ntaganda as an opportunity to weaken parallel chains of command maintained
in FARDC by ex-CNDP soldiers and other former armed groups. Military reforms
had been announced. However, some ex-CNDP commanders who felt that their
interests were threatened withdrew from the integration process to force new
concessions from the Government. Officers and troops under the shared command
of Gen. Ntaganda and Col. Sultani Makenga14 began deserting from FARDC in
April 2012, leading to a resurgence of violent clashes pitting Government units
against the mutineers. During its current mandate, the Group intends to further
investigate this partial collapse of the integration process.

A.

Expansion of the power and influence of the Congrès national pour
la défense du peuple
66. The Group’s final report of 2011 highlighted the risks related to the expanding
and disproportionate power that ex-CNDP commanders and units held within the
FARDC-led Amani Leo operations for the Kivus. Until the end of 2011,15 ex-CNDP
leader Gen. Ntaganda exercised de facto operational command of all FARDC
soldiers in North Kivu and South Kivu. Through this power, he placed loyal
ex-CNDP and ex-PARECO officers in important command positions and deployed
predominantly CNDP units to areas of strategic importance in order to ensure his
security and economic interests.
67. CNDP also became stronger through a rapprochement between previous rival
CNDP branches loyal to Gen. Ntaganda and Col. Makenga. Despite the rift that
existed within CNDP resulting from the January 2009 arrest of Gen. Laurent
Nkunda, all ex-CNDP officers acknowledged their common interest and reconciled
in opposition to redeployment of their officers and troops outside the Kivus since
the first attempts to do so in September 2010.
68. In its final report of 2011, the Group documented the extensive involvement of
Gen. Ntaganda and his loyal officers in the electoral campaign process. Following
the joining of the Majorité présidentielle (MP) by CNDP, and ex-CNDP military
support to the re-election of the President, Gen. Ntaganda attempted to impose the
election of CNDP candidates in Masisi using military pressure. In exchange for their
support to the presidential campaign, CNDP leaders hoped to achieve further
implementation of the 23 March 2009 peace agreements, in particular political
representation of CNDP cadres in Government positions (see annex 14).
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Box 1
CNDP involvement in elections
Dozens of accounts from civil authorities, politicians and local
organizations indicate that officers loyal to Gen. Ntaganda were responsible
for deploying troops to manipulate the electoral outcome in Masisi.
Ex-CNDP officers, acting under the command of Col. Baudouin Ngaruye
and 811th regiment commander Col. Innocent Zimurinda, forced votes for
President Kabila and for CNDP candidate Édouard Mwangachuchu (see
annex 15). On election day, ex-CNDP soldiers (a) threatened those who did
not vote for Mr. Kabila and CNDP candidates, prompting the local
population to flee, (b) voted on behalf of illiterate populations and
(c) forced several polling stations to close early in order to prevent
opposition supporters from voting and completed the empty ballots. ExCNDP troops wearing civilian clothes massively voted, despite legal
prohibition for the military to vote (see annex 16). Finally, ex-CNDP
officers and politicians informed the Group that the main CNDP candidate,
Édouard Mwangachuchu,a had paid at least $5,000b to both Gen. Ntaganda
and Col. Ngaruye, in exchange for military assistance for his campaign (see
annex 17).
The Group also documented the involvement in the electoral process
of Erasto Ntibaturana (see S/2011/738, paras. 256-264), an influential
militia leader and CNDP supporter in Masisi territory. According to local
authorities, Mr. Ntibaturana ordered the population in areas under his
control to vote for his son, Erasto Bahati Musanga, a CNDP candidate (see
annex 18). Troops commanded by Mr. Ntibaturana’s other son, ex-CNDP
Lieutenant Colonel Gacheri Musanga, the 811th battalion Commander, as
well as Mr. Ntibaturana’s militia, deployed around voting centres to ensure
that the population cast ballots for Lt Col. Musanga. Ex-CNDP officers and
local authorities reported that in areas under Mr. Ntibaturana’s control, the
vote and continued four to six days after the official voting day.
According to FARDC officers and politicians, during the postelectoral period, Gen. Ntaganda and leaders from both the CNDP and their
political ally, the Union des Congolais pour le progrès (UCP),c organized a
series of meetings in Goma in which they negotiated with a view to
negotiating the division of legislative seats in Masisi.
The violations committed during the electoral process were so
flagrant that the Commission électorale nationale indépendante (CENI)
suspended the electoral results for Masisi territory and submitted the case to
the Supreme Court. The Court’s ruling cancelled the outcome of the
legislative elections for Masisi in April 2012.
a
b

c
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Immediately after the elections, Gen. Ntaganda nominated Édouard
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Mr. Mwangachuchu to obtain security guarantees for his campaign from
Gen. Ntaganda and Col. Ngaruye had been substantially higher.
This party is lead by Eugène Serufuli, allied with MP.
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B.

Post-electoral military reform efforts
69. In early 2012 while consultations for the formation of a new Government were
under way in Kinshasa, FARDC senior commanders undertook several initiatives
aimed at addressing some of the challenges related to the integration of the FARDC
armed groups in the Kivus. In early February, Gen. Amuli returned to his functions
as Commander of Amani Leo operations and announced army reforms and
redeployments. Amid renewed international and local pressure for the arrest of
Gen. Ntaganda, FARDC sought to seize upon the situation to gradually weaken the
CNDP role and influence in the army.
70. In this context, in March 2012 the FARDC senior command invited several
Amani Leo officers to attend a seminar on FARDC reform in Kinshasa. Ex-CNDP
officers Cols. Innocent Gahizi, Amani Leo North Kivu operations Commander,
Innocent Kabundi, Richard Bisamaza, Emile Nsengyumva and Eric Bizimana,
joined the delegation to the capital, despite Gen. Ntaganda’s orders not to do so.
Divisions within CNDP ensued, as a pro-Government faction under Col. Gahizi was
apparently empowered by the Kinshasa authorities to gradually replace
Gen. Ntaganda as the highest ex-CNDP commander within FARDC.
71. As a reaction to these developments, Gen. Ntaganda threatened the officers
who departed to Kinshasa and ordered officers loyal to him to remove Amani Leo
signs on their vehicles (see annex 19). Fearing arrest, Gen. Ntaganda strengthened
the ex-CNDP troop presence in Goma, deploying up to 200 soldiers in the streets
surrounding his residence near the Rwandan border. Gen. Ntaganda’s paranoia
prompted him to often change his location between Goma and his ranches in Masisi.

C.

Mutiny of ex-Congrès national pour la défense du peuple officers
72. Amid Gen. Ntaganda’s mounting fears of an imminent arrest and several
ex-CNDP commanders’ concerns about losing privileges attached to their functions
and deployments, at the beginning of April 2012, ex-CNDP and ex-PARECO
officers launched a mutiny within FARDC, deserting from army units or regrouping
their troops in specific assembly points in North Kivu and South Kivu. They alleged
that Government provocation and discriminating acts and mistreatment by the
military leadership in Kinshasa had led them to desert.

D.

Failed mutiny in South Kivu
73. In March 2012 9th sector Commander Col. Bernard Byamungu refused to
attend the FARDC seminar in Kinshasa. Col. Byamungu told the Group that he
could not travel because of personal reasons. According to several FARDC sources,
however, both Gen. Ntaganda and Col. Sultani Makenga instructed Col. Byamungu
not to proceed to Kinshasa. According to Col. Byamungu, Gen. Ntaganda feared lest
those who would take part in the seminar would be convinced to betray him.
Col. Byamungu acknowledged that in Goma at the end of March, he had met with
dozens of ex-CNDP and loyal ex-PARECO officers, including Gen. Ntaganda,
Col. Makenga, 105th regiment Commander Lt Col. Mwendangabo Nsabimana, and
ex-PARECO and 10th sector Commander Saddam Ringo. Congolese intelligence
sources reported that the mutiny had been prepared during those discussions.
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74. The same sources indicated that following those meetings, Gen. Ntaganda had
deployed Lt Col. Bulimaso to the 112th regiment to Lulimba in South Kivu with the
intent of seizing the regiment’s weapons depot. The mutiny plan entailed
Lt Col. Bulimaso subsequently joining Lt Col. Nsabimana and Commander Ringo in
taking control over Fizi centre and Baraka, and eventually moving towards Uvira to
join forces with Col. Byamungu. While Lt Col. Bulimaso forced his way to Lulimba
without any proper deployment orders, 112th regiment Commander Col. Sammy
Matumo arrested him on 1 April 2012, leading to an exchange of fire and several
wounded FARDC soldiers.
75. Upon learning that Lt Col. Bulimaso had failed in taking control over the
112th regiment’s weapons depot, Commander Ringo departed from Fizi for Uvira to
obtain further instructions from Col. Byamungu. Lt Col. Nsabimana, based in
Baraka, immediately ordered all of his units to return to the town, owing to what he
stated to the Group as an escalation of “anti-Rwandophone” sentiments within
FARDC. Following repeated firefights in Baraka, according to Lt Col. Nsabimana,
on 2 April 2012, Commander Ringo had instructed Lt Col. Nsabimana to assemble
all of the weapons in the sector’s depot and join him in Uvira.
76. In Uvira, on 1 April, Col. Byamungu held a planning meeting with all seniorranking ex-CNDP officers, during which he organized his desertion. The South Kivu
Amani Leo operations Commander, Col. Delphin Kahimbi, was preparing to replace
him as the commander of 9th sector owing to his insubordination in refusing to
depart for Kinshasa. Several ex-CNDP officers loyal to Col. Makenga, interviewed
in Uvira on that same day, shared with the Group a set of demands regarding
salaries, ranks and the overall poor treatment within FARDC. As a result, they said
there would need to be a new war to force the Government to resolve those
problems, to which they had attributed Col. Byamungu’s resistance to being
replaced.
77. On 3 April, Col. Byamungu fled into the hills above Uvira together with
roughly 50 combatants, including Uvira town battalion Commander, Lt Col. Eric
Ngabo, alias “Zairois”.16 Less than a week earlier, according to FARDC officers and
civil society leaders, Lt Col. Ngabo had attacked the military prison in Uvira to free
two men who were trafficking weapons for the mutiny. The Group obtained text
messages sent by one of the men during his imprisonment indicating that they were
waiting for him to release them (see annex 20).
78. Upon his arrival in Uvira on 4 April, Lt Col. Nsabimana was attacked by an
FARDC unit and forced to abandon many weapons and ammunition stocks (see
annex 21). According to Col. Byamungu, however, Lt Col. Nsabimana was still able
to transport large amounts of ammunition when he joined Col. Byamungu with 85
soldiers. Subsequent FARDC attacks on the mutineers forced them to flee towards
the adjacent Mwenga territory. Both Lt Col. Nsabimana and Col. Byamungu
acknowledged to the Group that they had sought to join up there with Col. Makenga
loyalist, ex-CNDP Col. Claude Micho, the 107th regiment Commander in
Luhwindja.

__________________
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Lt Col. Eric Ngabo, alias “Zairois”, used to be Col. Makenga’s bodyguard and is to not be
confused with ex-CNDP Lt Col. Alphonse Ngabo, Deputy Commander of the 803rd regiment in
North Kivu.
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79. FARDC intelligence sources told the Group that from Mwenga, the mutineers’
intent had been to attack Bukavu, where Col. Makenga had been awaiting them.
Ex-CNDP Col. Josué Biyoyo, 103rd regiment Commander in Nyabibwe, was also
supposed to join them with his large personal stock of weapons, which was seized
by FARDC on 21 April (see annex 22). Col. Biyoyo acknowledged to the Group that
all the weapons found in his residence had belonged to him personally. However, he
claimed to have placed the weapons at the disposal of his units since he had
obtained them during the CNDP rebellion. FARDC logistics officers had never
registered Col. Biyoyo’s weapons.
80. According to Lt Col. Nsabimana and Col. Byamungu, when FARDC impeded
the mutineers from reaching Col. Micho’s position, Gen. Ntaganda pressured them
to make their way to North Kivu. However, Col. Makenga instructed
Col. Byamungu to negotiate his surrender to FARDC in the presence of Col. Micho
on the promise of impunity and a return to his command position in Uvira.
Col. Byamungu and Lt Col. Nsabimana did surrender with 125 men and several
heavy weapons, including two 12.7 mm machine guns on 16 April (see annex 23).
81. Both Commander Ringo and Lt Col. Ngabo had managed to flee by motorbike
to Bukavu, where Col. Makenga had facilitated their subsequent arrival in Masisi
territory, according to FARDC officers. Apart from Commander Ringo and
Lt Col. Ngabo, Col. Alexis Muhire of the 106th regiment in Bunyakiri, who had
deserted separately on 5 April with 50 men, also succeeded in reaching Masisi with
his troops.
Box 2
Commanders of the mutiny
According to ex-CNDP officers, the mutiny had been planned at the
moment of the elections, as ex-CNDP commanders had anticipated that
after securing President Kabila’s re-election, there would be renewed
efforts to redeploy them outside the Kivus. Other ex-CNDP and FARDC
officers told the Group that the planning for a subsequent revolt had been
initiated with the regimentation process at the beginning of 2011, through
which ex-CNDP commanders had managed to deploy their officers and
troops to strategic areas (see S/2011/738, paras. 278-283 and 296-304).
Ex-CNDP officers stated that Gen. Ntaganda had instigated the
mutiny out of fear of his own arrest, which had been outlined in a
memorandum signed by representatives of the Tutsi community in
advance of the mutiny (see annex 24). Cols. Ngaruye, Zimurinda and
Innocent Kaina (805th regiment Commander), who had been close to
Gen. Ntaganda and had largely benefited from the integration process in
2009, acted out of fear of losing their privileges.
Col. Sultani Makenga played a more discreet role in the initial
stages of the mutiny, as most officers deserting were well known
Gen. Ntaganda loyalists. However, nine ex-CNDP officers, including
surrendered mutineers interviewed by the Group, testified that since the
beginning of the mutiny, orders on the ground had been given by both
Gen. Ntaganda and Col. Makenga.
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According to ex-CNDP officers, while seeking to make a clear
distinction between problems related to Gen. Ntaganda’s arrest warrant,
Col. Makenga had orchestrated the mutiny as a means of pressuring the
Government to resist redeployment and maintain high positions in the
army for CNDP officers. Col. Makenga was concerned with the transition
of power within CNDP, in the event that Gen. Ntaganda would be
sidelined, and feared that the Government might impose Col. Gahizi as
the new overall leader of the former armed group.
Col. Makenga loyalists presented the mutiny as a “tactical
withdrawal”, aimed at forcing the Government to address their demands.
In an unsigned memorandum, ex-CNDP officers demanded
implementation by the Government of the 2009 Peace Agreement, in
particular the return of the refugees, political integration of CNDP and
better treatment in the army (see annex 25). According to the same
sources, the mutiny was a larger revolutionary movement which included
all ex-CNDP, but also ex-PARECO officers, and other former armed
groups that felt they had been neglected by the central Government.
Meanwhile, at the outset of the mutiny, ex-CNDP officers told the Group
that their objective was to take the towns and drive Government forces
into the hills.

E.

Failed mutiny in North Kivu
82. As of 1 April 2012, ex-CNDP and ex-PARECO troops started deserting or
regrouping in assembly points in North Kivu, or driving FARDC loyalists out of
military bases. According to FARDC and ex-CNDP officers, on 1 April, ex-CNDP
Col. Kaina and Lt Col. Felix Mugabo, Deputy Commander of the 804th regiment,
had gathered over 200 ex-CNDP and ex-PARECO troops in Rutshuru.
Lt Col. Dusabe Nyabirungu, the 8052nd battalion Commander, had joined the
mutineers with troops and weapons from Nyamilima, northern Rutshuru. After
holding their positions for one week, following pressure from the Government and
continuous surrenders, Col. Kaina had fled from Rutshuru after setting fire to parts
of the FARDC base and attacked Bunagana, a village bordering both Rwanda and
Uganda, before reappearing in Masisi 10 days later.
83. FARDC and ex-CNDP officers also reported that starting on 1 April 2012, over
500 soldiers had deserted in Masisi, taking positions on hills and driving away
Government forces. Col. Ngaruye had moved Government loyalists from his base in
Mushaki, central Masisi. Lt Col. Justin Karangwa, Deputy Commander of the 810th
regiment and his ex-CNDP officers, had left their posts and established a position
nearby. Ex-CNDP soldiers from 803rd regiment had attacked the regiment’s position
in Kashebere and joined Lt Col. Karangwa. Col. Zimurinda had regrouped 811th
regiment troops in Bwiza, northern Masisi. While Lt Col. Jules Butoni, 8121st
battalion Commander, had initially deserted with his troops as well and established a
position on a hill in southern Masisi, he had returned to the Government several
days later (see annex 26).
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Box 3
Government initiatives to resolve the crisis
On 9 April, President Kabila and the FARDC high command came
to the Kivus to attempt to resolve the crisis. The President officially
announced the end of Amani Leo operations and a return to military
regions. A delegation of the FARDC high command led by Gen. Gabriel
Amisi, FARDC land forces Commander, acting together with
Col. Gahizi’s team, suspended most of the mutineers and replaced them
with other ex-CNDP officers. Ex-CNDP officers loyal to the Government
had been tasked with persuading the remaining mutineers to surrender
(see annex 27).
The FARDC command brought in two battalions of specially
trained commando troops from Katanga and Maniema to reinforce
security in the provincial capitals of Goma and Bukavu, and to be used in
the operations against the mutineers.
High FARDC officers investigating the mutiny concluded that
Gen. Ntaganda, as well as Cols. Ngaruye and Makenga had acted as the
main commanders for the mutinies in North Kivu and South Kivu,
respectively. They estimated that over 1,000 troops had deserted in North
Kivu alone (see annex 28). The officers who had been accused of
precipitating the mutiny have been called to Goma to appear in front of a
specially created Disciplinary Commission.
While Col. Byamungu and Col. Nsabimana, who had been the main
initiators of the mutiny in South Kivu, were told they would only go
before the Discipline Commission in Goma, both officers’ cases were
immediately transferred to the Military Prosecutor’s office in Bukavu.
Col. Biyoyo had been called to appear in front of the Discipline
Commission in Goma. Upon arrival, some of his escorts were disarmed
and Col. Biyoyo was arrested and transferred to the Military Prosecutor’s
office in Bukavu.
FARDC internal reports indicate that all of the 369 soldiers who
joined the mutiny in South Kivu were either arrested or sent for training
at Kamina military base in Katanga.
Following Government sensitization efforts, as of the first days of
the mutiny, 950 of the 1,200 soldiers of the 811th regiment commanded
by Col. Zimurinda surrendered to the Government were redeployed to
Kananga, outside the Kivus, on 23 April. However, after pressure by
certain ex-CNDP commanders,a many of the soldiers changed their minds
on their way to the airport and returned to Masisi. According to FARDC
officers in Kananga, only about 700 soldiers had, in fact, been
redeployed.
The redeployment of Col. Zimurinda’s regiment out of the Kivus
created a wave of discontent among ex-CNDP officers, as this regiment
contained the highest number of ex-CNDP troops.b The ex-combatants
from the 811th regiment included Maj. Ndizeye Mugisha, one of
Gen. Ntaganda’s main escorts in charge of the security of the General’s
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weapons caches, who surrendered to the Government together with 57
soldiers. When Maj. Mugisha deserted, one of Gen. Ntaganda’s main
arms caches in Katabi was left almost unprotected. FARDC High
Command undertook no immediate action to recover the cache at that
stage and Gen. Ntaganda managed to redeploy a unit to Kabati several
days later.
a
b

F.

Many among the ex-CNDP commanders remained in Government units but
were in fact loyal to the mutineers.
The 811th regiment under Col. Innocent Zimurinda counted 65 per cent of
ex-CNDP troops, the largest concentration of ex-CNDP soldiers in a regiment.
Most of Gen. Ntaganda’s so-called shadow battalions and escorts have been
integrated in this regiment.

Further escalation of the mutiny in Masisi
84. Several incidents contributed to provoke a further escalation of the mutiny in
Masisi. Despite Government efforts to block his exit from Goma, Gen. Ntaganda
had managed to flee to Masisi on 7 April 2012, according to FARDC and ex-CNDP
officers.
85. After President Kabila’s announcement of the official end of Amani Leo
operations on 10 and 11 April, uncertainties arose regarding Gen. Ntaganda’s status.
The President’s speeches addressing all FARDC officers and civil society leaders in
Goma and Bukavu provided no further clarity regarding Gen. Ntaganda (see
annex 29). Col. Alex Bizimungu Masozera, Gen. Ntaganda’s aide-de-camp, told the
Group that Gen. Ntaganda was still part of FARDC, but as the Amani Leo
operations had been suspended, he had no function any longer and had to retire in
Masisi. Col. Masozera denied any ties between Gen. Ntaganda and the mutiny.
While Gen. Ntaganda’s troops were engaged in combats against Government forces,
CNDP President Édouard Mwangachuchu released a communiqué similarly stating
that Gen. Ntaganda was still part of FARDC (see annex 30).
86. In reality, ex-CNDP and FARDC officers reported that after his departure from
Goma on 7 April 2012, Gen. Ntaganda had continued leading the mutiny from his
ranch in Masisi. The mutiny had escalated when several officers loyal to
Gen. Ntaganda had deserted again and joined him in Masisi. After being called to
Goma and being suspended from the command of his regiment, Col. Zimurinda
returned to Masisi almost immediately without receiving orders from the FARDC
hierarchy.
87. The FARDC command decided to redeploy Col. Ngaruye to South Kivu and
replace him as the 3rd sector Commander in Masisi with Government loyalist
ex-CNDP Col. Kabundi, who established his new base in Mushaki. However,
instead of going to South Kivu, Col. Ngaruye took all his escorts and departed to
Masisi. After fleeing from Rutshuru, Col. Kaina appeared 10 days later again in
Masisi, together with his escorts, and joined the mutineers.
88. Upon their return to Masisi, Gen. Ntaganda and Cols. Zimurinda, Ngaruye and
Kaina built up positions, organized their troops and sought to occupy former CNDP
positions in Mushaki, Karuba, Kilolirwe, Kitchanga and Bwiza (see annex 31).
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FARDC officers estimated that the mutineers had continued to have over 1,000
soldiers in Masisi. According to ex-CNDP officers and local authorities, the
mutineers had ordered ex-CNDP troops of the parallel police to defect alongside the
military soldiers and to reinforce the mutiny. Most ex-CNDP commanders had
engaged in a widespread recruitment drive of men and children to inflate their ranks.
The Group noted that Gen. Ntaganda used operational alliances he had sealed with
several armed groups and local militia to enjoy further support for the mutiny.
89. Beginning on 24 April 2012, the mutineers attacked FARDC,17 triggering
clashes pitting Government forces against mutineers. The combat in Masisi often
opposed ex-CNDP officers against each other on both sides. On 29 April, the
mutineers attacked the Government on two fronts, in Mushaki, southern Masisi, and
in Muhongozi, northern Masisi. Subsequently, Col. Ngaruye almost reached Sake, a
town situated just 25 km away from Goma.
90. After building up military strength using commando units as well as troops
redeployed from Rutshuru, Lubero and South Kivu, Government forces drove the
mutineers out of Masisi into the Virunga National Park over the first days of May.
Taking advantage of a five-day ceasefire declared by the FARDC Chief of Staff, on
4 May, Gen. Ntaganda and his officers crossed the park along the Nyiamulagira and
Nyiragongo volcanoes, together with about 500 troops, towards Rutshuru (see
annex 32).
91. The clashes in Masisi provoked a wave of displaced persons and refugees to
neighbouring Rwanda. Humanitarian agencies registered 45,000 displaced persons
and over 6,750 refugees in April and May 2012. Civilians displaced from Masisi
reported that many had decided to leave in the very early stages of the mutiny, after
ex-CNDP military had evacuated their families, which had announced a return to
conflict. Politicians and local populations also reported that populations had been
told to flee by ex-CNDP soldiers.
92. Armed groups, such as FDLR, APCLS, Mai Mai Yakutumba and PARECO
Lafontaine, used the momentum to take up positions that were vacated by deserting
army units.

G.

Armed groups allied with General Ntaganda during the mutiny
Nduma Defence for Congo
93. According to FARDC officers and one ex-CNDP officer, while commanding
the mutiny in Masisi, Gen. Ntaganda had taken advantage of his alliance with
Nduma Defence for Congo (NDC) and had ordered it to destabilize FARDC in
Walikale and take control of the mines. An NDC ex-combatant reported that during
the mutiny, Gen. Ntaganda had communicated with Mai Mai Sheka by telephone on
a daily basis.
94. FARDC sources and NDC collaborators stated that at the end of March 2012,
Gen. Ntaganda had already sent ex-CNDP officers and troops, weapons, ammunition
and communications material to reinforce NDC. At the outset of the mutiny, one
NDC ex-combatant witnessed a delivery of 60 boxes of AK-47 ammunition and 20

__________________
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Clashes in Masisi started on 24 April 2012, after Col. Kabundi attempted to impede the arrival
of Col. Muhire’s unit from South Kivu to join the mutineers under Col. Ngaruye.
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boxes of PKM ammunition, together with 4 PKMs and 2 RPG-7s, which had been
transported in Gen. Ntaganda’s vehicle.
95. Following the beginning of the ex-CNDP mutiny, over 100 FARDC deserters
of the 803rd regiment reinforced NDC in order to attack and pillage the villages
along the Mpofi-Kibua axis, killing dozens of FARDC soldiers. When Col. Chuma
and 803rd regiment Commander, Col. Pilipili Kamatimba, attempted to dislodge the
rebels, they were ambushed and killed on 17 April 2012. Over the last two years,
Col. Chuma and Sheka Ntabo Ntaberi have fought for control over mining interests
in Walikale. While previously a collaborator of Gen. Ntaganda, according to
military intelligence, Col. Chuma had refused to join the mutiny and was preventing
NDC from obtaining enhanced mining revenue. Ex-CNDP Col. Manzi, 84th sector
Deputy Commander, who had escaped unscathed from the ambush, later joined the
M23 rebellion in Rutshuru on 17 May 2012.
Front de défense du Congo
96. In a similar pattern, Gen. Ntaganda used his alliance with FDC to support the
mutiny. According to FARDC sources and local authorities from Walikale, he had
been supplying Gen. Butu Luanda, FDC Commander, with weapons, ammunition
and communications equipment.
97. An FDC officer interviewed by the Group stated that Gen. Luanda had
regularly brought 5 to 10 boxes of AK-47 ammunition from Goma to resupply FDC.
The same source reported that on 4 April 2012, while the mutiny had just started,
Gen. Luanda had ordered FDC troops to attack the FARDC base in Kashebere. In an
interview with the Group, Gen. Luanda said that he had ordered his combatants to
attack FARDC and take control of Kashebere, Kasopo and Mahanga villages
because FARDC had become their enemy. According to FARDC and ex-CNDP
officers, the operations carried out by FDC against FARDC during the mutiny had
been ordered by Gen. Ntaganda.
Local defence forces (Busumba)
98. Gen. Ntaganda has been collaborating with Erasto Ntibaturana, a CNDP ally
maintaining a 50-man-strong militia operating in northern Masisi. Ex-CNDP officers
and local authorities reported that Mr. Ntibaturana’s militia had been reinforcing
Gen. Ntaganda when most of the troops of the 811th regiment commanded by
Col. Zimurinda had surrendered to the Government and vacated their positions in
Mweso.
99. In particular, ex-CNDP sources indicated that the local defence forces, acting
under the command of Erasto Ntibaturana’s son Lt Col. Gacheri Musanga, 811th
FARDC battalion Commander, had reinforced Col. Zimurinda during the battle
against Government forces north of Kitchanga. When the mutineers had been driven
out of Masisi, Mr. Ntibaturana and his two sons, Gacheri Musanga and Bahati
Musanga,18 fled together with the mutineers. Both of Mr. Ntibaturana’s sons
subsequently joined M23.

__________________
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Erasto Bahati Musanga had been a CNDP candidate for the legislative elections in Masisi.
Mr. Musanga is a close ally of Col. Makenga and subsequently joined M23.
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Splinter group of the Forces démocratiques de libération du Rwanda, “Mandevu”
100. According to FARDC and ex-CNDP officers, since 2010, Gen. Ntaganda had
established an alliance with a splinter group of FDLR, called “Mandevu”, based in
Kamatembe in the Virunga National Park. Commanded by “Lieutenant Colonel”
Gaston Mugasa, alias “Mandevu”, the armed group consisted of over 50 combatants,
most ethnic Hutus of Rwandan origin. Gen. Ntaganda, had instructed ex-CNDP
officers to protect Mandevu, used him in guiding operations against FDLR and
regularly supplied the rebels with weapons, ammunition and food items, according
to ex-CNDP officers. In exchange, “Lt Col.” Mugasa had shared profits with
Gen. Ntaganda from the illegal taxation of charcoal and wood production in the
park, where the rebels demanded 50 cents per person at four entry points into the
park, adjacent to ex-CNDP positions.
101. During the mutiny, Mandevu’s troops reinforced Gen. Ntaganda in several
operations in southern Masisi. While FARDC had reinforced all their positions
around Goma, Gen. Ntaganda and “Lt Col.” Mugasa conducted a joint attack on
Mugunga, just a few kilometres from Goma. Three surrendered ex-CNDP soldiers
and FDLR combatants interviewed separately by the Group stated that after being
driven out of Masisi by Government forces, Gen. Ntaganda had withdrawn with all
his officers and troops to “Lt Col.” Mugasa’s headquarters.
102. Two ex-combatants from “Lt Col.” Mugasa and one surrendered mutineer
stated that upon departing the park for Rutshuru, Gen. Ntaganda had left about
40 soldiers under Col. Kaina’s command with Mandevu, as well as large quantities
of weapons and ammunition. One of the ex-combatants reported that Gen. Ntaganda
had left over 30 boxes of ammunition (for AK-47 rifles and machine guns), as well
as 1 rocket launcher, 2 machine guns, 1 RPG, 15 mortar rounds and 2 rockets.

H.

Emergence of M23
103. Col. Makenga has been commanding the mutiny from the outset, together with
Gen. Ntaganda. In addition to acting as the operational commander of the mutiny in
South Kivu, FARDC and ex-CNDP officers indicated that Col. Makenga had been
aiding the mutiny in North Kivu. The units of Col. Ringo, Lt Col. Ngabo and
Lt Col. Muhire reached the mutineers in North Kivu with the help of Col. Makenga.
Col. Ngaruye joined the mutineers in Masisi instead of departing to take up his post
in South Kivu after orders given by Col. Makenga. During the fighting between
Government loyalists and mutineers in Masisi, Col. Makenga facilitated the capture
of Karuba and Mushaki by leaking information to the mutineers.
104. FARDC and ex-CNDP officers reported that following the mutiny’s defeat in
Masisi, on 4 May 2012, Col. Makenga had deserted from Goma and established a
new front in Rutshuru, taking along over 100 soldiers, including Lt Col. Masozera,
Gen. Ntaganda’s aide-de-camp, and many of the troops that Gen. Ntaganda had left
behind in Goma. On 8 May, Gen. Ntaganda and all the mutineers under his
command had joined Col. Makenga in Rutshuru, at the foot of Mounts Mikeno and
Karisimbi, near the Rwandan border, after an exchange of fire with Government
forces at Kibumba. Two days later, despite FARDC having deployed additional
troops to the area, the mutineers managed to take control of former CNDP
strongholds Runyoni, Chanzu and Mbuzi, situated along the Rwandan border in
Rutshuru (see annex 33).
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105. On 6 May 2012, a CNDP communiqué announced the creation of a new
movement called M2319 under the leadership of Col. Makenga. The communiqué
declared that Col. Makenga was to take over the command of “all officers”. His
loyalists indicated that he had created the new movement to distance CNDP from
Gen. Ntaganda, who, he believed could not continue to play the high command role
he had played in the previous years. Col. Vianney Kazarama, M23 spokesperson,
told the Group in a phone interview from Runyoni that M23 command had ordered
all ex-CNDP officers to stop responding to Gen. Ntaganda’s orders (see annex 34).
106. However, most of the surrendered combatants interviewed by the Group
reported that Gen. Ntaganda had established a military position in the park20 not far
from Runyoni and continued to be considered as the highest commander of the
mutineers, while Col. Makenga was in charge of the command of the operations. 21
Ex-CNDP sources and ex-combatants indicated that the mutineers had also
continued operating together with the armed groups that had cooperated with
Gen. Ntaganda. Six CNDP ex-combatants and five Mandevu ex-combatants, who
claimed to be a part of FDLR, confirmed for the Group that after ensuring
Gen. Ntaganda’s safe movement to Rutshuru, Mandevu and his troops had joined
M23 at Runyoni. M23 members also told the Group that they had collaborated with
NDC (see paras. 60-63 above), Col. Albert Kahasha of UPCP (see paras. 126-127
below) and FRPI (see paras. 51-52 above), as they had the same demands for the
central Government.
107. Col. Makenga’s close ties to former CNDP Commander Gen. Laurent Nkunda
(see para. 67 above), as well as his assumption of the apparent coordination of M23
and of the operational command of the mutineers, are indicators of a renewed
importance of the Nkunda wing within CNDP. North Kivu political figures and
ex-CNDP officers reported to the Group that Gen. Nkunda encouraged CNDP
officers in the two Kivus to leave their posts and join M23. Two ex-CNDP officers
and a former CNDP politician testified to the Group that Gen. Nkunda had called
them in an attempt to convince them to join M23.
108. During May and June, the Government forces opposed the mutineers in heavy
fighting in Runyoni. At the time of the drafting of the present report, fighting
continued. The Group is aware that there have been a series of bilateral meetings
between the Democratic Republic of the Congo and Rwandan authorities to help
resolve the crisis with the ex-CNDP.

__________________
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The new movement was named M23, as it aims at demanding implementation of the 23 March
2009 peace agreements between the central Government and ex-CNDP and ex-PARECO
combatants.
According to surrenders and FARDC, a team of Gen. Ntaganda’s escorts had been sent ahead of
the arrival of the mutineers, together with some of Mandevu’s troops to establish a base for
Gen. Ntaganda in the park near Runyoni. The other M23 officers were deployed on Runyoni, as
well as adjacent Chanzo, Mbuzi, Kavumu, Bikenge and Bugina hills.
In 2007 while CNDP was maintaining control of several areas in Masisi, Col. Makenga’s unit
had been tasked to open a new front in Rutshuru. Col. Makenga then had control of Runyoni and
Chanzu.
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I.

Financing the mutiny
109. In early preparations for the mutiny, since February 2012, several ex-CNDP
officers began embezzling the salaries from their units. Officers close to
Gen. Ntaganda reported that he had not paid the troops ensuring his close protection
in February and March 2012. According to FARDC officers and surrendered
mutineers, Col. Kaina had diverted the rations funds of his troops, which amounted
to $7,000. Ex-CNDP officers reported that just before his departure to Masisi,
Col. Ngaruye had received $30,000 from the FARDC hierarchy for the costs of his
redeployment to Bukavu, which he had taken to Masisi. According to officers of the
811th regiment, Col. Zimurinda had prepared to steal the February and March 2012
salaries of his regiment, amounting to $155,500, but was prevented from doing so
by the FARDC hierarchy. Finally, in South Kivu, in addition to the salaries stolen by
Lt Col. Nsabimana in Baraka since February 2012, Col. Micho, according to
military sources, had refused to pay his troops and instead had accumulated their
salaries in preparation for the mutiny. The Group notes that the practices described
above are in stark contrast with the grievances of the mutineers.
110. In addition, intelligence sources found that during the months preceding the
mutiny, soldiers loyal to Gen. Ntaganda had been behind a series of attacks and
robberies on banks and other institutions in Goma. In particular, these sources
asserted that Gen. Ntaganda’s soldiers had been involved in multiple robberies,
including that of $1 million from the Banque internationale pour l’Afrique au Congo
(BIAC) in December 2011, $50,000 from BIAC in March, as well as attacks and
robberies in Hotel Stella Matutina, the Direction générale des douanes et accises and
several money transfer agencies. In addition, Lt Col. Masozera, acting on behalf of
Gen. Ntaganda, had planned to attack the Central Bank in Goma in March 2012 and
Col. Séraphin Mirindi had attempted to divert funds from the 8th military region.
Both incidents had been prevented by Congolese intelligence services.
111. According to ex-CNDP officers, during the mutiny in Masisi, the mutineers
took over and increased most of the existing taxes, adding new roadblocks. At
checkpoints previously controlled by the parallel police at Mweso, Kitchanga,
Kilolirwe, Karuba and Kabati, the mutineers imposed a tax of at least $50 per truck
transporting wood, charcoal or food items and a $2 tax weekly per motorcycle. In
Kitchanga and Mweso, ex-CNDP soldiers under Col. Zimurinda had also introduced
a $.50 tax weekly on each household and a $2 tax weekly on shops. Furthermore,
mutineers had forced cattle herders to contribute one cow each to the mutiny. Local
authorities reported that military soldiers under the command of Col. Karangwa had
been carrying out systematic lootings and extortions of civilians on the road axis
leading to Masisi in order to gather supplies for his base at Kagundu.
112. Finally, traders and intelligence sources also informed the Group that
Lt Col. Ngabo had spearheaded the robbery of more than 5 kg of gold from a
foreign businessman based in Uvira in early March 2012. According to FARDC
officers, Lt Col. Ngabo had brought this gold with him when he fled Uvira with Col.
Byamungu.
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Box 4
Ex-CNDP and ex-PARECO parallel police
Local authorities and police officers informed the Group that
despite the Government’s efforts to integrate the parallel police in
September 2011, a force of over 1,000 men continued to control most of
the police posts in Masisi and to report exclusively to ex-CNDP
police Commander Col. Ibrahim Rwagati under the command of
Gen. Ntaganda.a
Ex-CNDP officers reported that when needed, this police force had
been used for military purposes by ex-CNDP military officers. According
to local authorities and parallel police officers, parallel police soldiers
continued levying taxes at mines and roadblocks in Masisi to the benefit
of Col. Rwagati and Gen. Ntaganda. Based on estimates provided by
local authorities, revenue of at least $90,000 per month was produced
from taxes on trucks transporting charcoal, $30,000 per month from taxes
on trucks transporting food items and $20,000 per month on trucks
transporting makala.
a

J.

As part of the integration efforts carried out in 2011, Col. Zabuloni had been
redeployed to Rutshuru and Col. Rwagati had been appointed as the head of the
Police d’investigation criminelle in Goma.

Weapons and ammunition
113. According to the FARDC command, ex-CNDP officers had never handed over
to the Government the weapons they had amassed prior to the 2009 integration, in
particular the large amounts seized at Rumangabo military base in 2008. Ex-CNDP
commanders retained arms caches which were concentrated under the control of
Gen. Ntaganda and Col. Makenga. Ex-CNDP officers stated that they had continued
diverting arms supplied by FARDC for the purpose of the operations against FDLR
and purchasing weapons from the Congolese black market and regional trafficking
networks. During its previous mandate, the Group interviewed traffickers who stated
that they were regularly selling weapons to Col. Makenga (see S/2011/738,
para. 561).
114. The Group received reliable information from officers who had worked for
Gen. Ntaganda that at the outset of the mutiny, weapons were still hidden in Goma
and Masisi, Mushaki, Ngungu, Bunyoli, Bwiza and Kabati. Gen. Ntaganda’s
artillery was located in Mushaki. Ex-CNDP officers who had seen some of the
caches testified that in Bunyoli, Kitchanga and Bwiza the weapons had been hidden
in underground holes up to 10 square metres large. During the mutiny in Masisi, the
mutineers had used the weapons in their combat operations and moved them along
as they were losing terrain to the Government. On that occasion, Gen. Ntaganda had
dumped large quantities of ammunition with Mandevu’s group, with which he had
sealed an alliance.
115. In addition, the mutineers commandeered weapons of their units when they
started to desert in early April 2012. According to FARDC officers and surrendered
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mutineers, Col. Kaina had taken control of heavy weapons of the 805th regiment,
which included six machine guns, four RPGs, two 12.7 mm machine guns, four
81 mm mortars and five PKMs. Lt Col. Nyabirungu had defected and joined
Col. Kaina, taking along all the weapons from his unit. Col. Kaina had eventually
lost control of the weapons when, following Government pressure, he had been
forced to leave Nyongera. Before departing, Col. Kaina had set fire to the weaponry,
causing loud explosions.
116. Furthermore, according to FARDC officers in Masisi, before his defection,
Col. Karangwa had stolen large amounts of weapons, including one 60 mm mortar,
one 12.7 mm machine gun and several PKMs and RPGs from the 810th regiment.
117. Following the Government takeover of Masisi, FARDC carried out a raid on
Gen. Ntaganda’s ranches in Bunyoli and Kilolirwe in Masisi (see annex 35), as well
as on his residence in Goma, and uncovered large quantities of light and heavy
weaponry (see annex 36).
118. In South Kivu, the FARDC leadership discovered a large quantity of weapons
held by Col. Makenga in Nyamuyoni. The Group learned from Congolese
intelligence sources that upon returning to his home in Bukavu for the burial of
Col. Chuma, Col. Makenga had transferred weapons and ammunition from
Nyamunyoni to his residence, where they had eventually been picked up by
motorized boat on Lake Kivu. However, as he could not transport all of his arms
cache, the remaining ammunition and weapons in Nyamunyoni, including 75 mm
cannon rounds, 12.7 mm ammunition and 107 mm rounds, had been seized by
FARDC (see annex 37).
119. The Group intends to determine which weapons and ammunition
Gen. Ntaganda and Col. Makenga would have been able to obtain through diversion
from FARDC stockpiles and which weapons must have resulted from deals with
arms-trafficking networks.

K.

Recruitment
120. According to ex-CNDP and FARDC commanders, ex-CNDP officers acting
under the orders of Gen. Ntaganda had been carrying out large-scale recruitment of
men and children since the beginning of the mutiny in Masisi. Based on interviews
with ex-CNDP officers, surrendered combatants and escaped recruits, the Group
established that Cols. Ngaruye and Karangwa had recruited around in central Masisi
and Col. Dieudonné Padiri and Majors Bertin Dusenge and Dieudonné Gakwerere,22
acting under orders of Col. Zimurinda, had recruited in northern Masisi. Erasto
Ntibaturana had recruited in Busumba. Col. Ringo23 had also been recruiting for
Gen. Ntaganda in Nyamitaba, Moheto and Kahira. Most of the ex-combatants
testified that the recruits were brought to military positions in Kilolirwe, Kagundu
and Kabati.
121. A young man who escaped recruitment reported that the mutineers had been
blocking vehicles on the road between Kitchanga and Kilolirwe, and had been

__________________
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Col. Padiri was the Deputy Commander, Maj. Dusenge was in charge of planning and
Maj. Gakwerere was in charge of intelligence for the 811th regiment.
While he had been deployed in South Kivu, Col. Saddam Ringo originated from Masisi and
remained influential in Moheto, Nyamitaba and Kahira villages.
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taking young men for military training in a position situated on Inturo Hill in
Kilolirwe. The young man had been taken together with 15 other men. When
brought to Kilolirwe, he had seen over 200 recruits who were undergoing training.
122. Another young man who escaped recruitment at the end of April shared with
the Group that before the battle for control over Mushaki on 29 April, Col. Ngaruye
and his troops had recruited all the young men they had met on their way in
Kilolirwe and Kahusa villages. All 150 men recruited on that day had immediately
been handed a weapon, shown how to shoot and forced to fight in the combat at
Mushaki.
123. Two other escapees told the Group that they had been caught while attempting
to flee combats in Masisi at the end of April, forced to carry military equipment to
their military positions and then forced to join the ranks of the mutineers. One of the
witnesses had been forced to carry the luggage of military soldiers under the
command of Col. Ngaruye and Col. Karangwa until their position, where he had
seen 12 other men who had been recruited in the same way. Another civilian stated
that he had been recruited by the mutineers in Kirolirwe, together with eight other
men, forced to carry ammunition boxes, then to engage in combat for M23 at
Runyoni. FARDC officers, surrendered mutineers and local leaders reported that the
mutineers had continued to recruit in Runyoni. Civilians from the village of Chanzu
reported that Gen. Ntaganda and Col. Makenga had carried out sensitization
meetings in which they had encouraged the population to provide recruits to the
movement. According to surrendered combatants, M23 was training those new
recruits in Chanzu.
124. FARDC sources and escapees informed the Group that both adults and
children were targeted. To date, FARDC had rescued seven children who had been
recruited by the mutineers and had subsequently been used by M23. Considering the
large-scale character of the recruitment incidents documented so far, as well as the
targeting of children, the Group will continue investigating these cases during the
remainder of its mandate.

L.

Other FARDC mutinies
125. Prior to the massive CNDP mutiny, three other important defections occurred
between South Kivu, Beni and Irumu zones.
Union des patriotes congolais pour la paix
126. On 24 January 2012, Col. Albert Kahasha, Commander of the 808th regiment
deployed in Oicha, north-east of Beni, deserted from FARDC with an estimated
30 men. On 16 March, Lt Col. Déo Chirimwami defected from the 809th regiment
based near Kanyabayonga and joined Col. Kahasha. When contacted by the Group
in April, Col. Kahasha claimed to be in the Bunyakiri area in South Kivu.
Col. Kahasha is the former Chief of Operations of the now defunct Mai Mai group
Mundundu, 40 of which operated in Mwenga, Kabare and Walungu territories in
South Kivu until he chose to integrate into FARDC in 2003.
127. According to Congolese intelligence sources, in reality Col. Kahasha had
aligned with PARECO Gen. Kakule Sikuli Lafontaine in Lubero territory in North
Kivu, forming the Union des patriotes congolais pour la paix (UPCP). UPCP was
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established after a meeting held around 14 April in Mashuta by members of various
armed groups, including the FDLR splinter group, Ralliement pour l’unité et la
démocratie-URUNANA (RUD) led by “Gen.” Jean-Damascène Ndibabaje, alias
“Musare” (see S/2011/738, paras. 129-130). RUD and PARECO-Lafontaine have
collaborated closely in the Bunyatenge area in Lubero territory (see S/2011/738,
paras. 130 and 266-269). At the end of April, while FARDC had redeployed units
from Lubero to combat mutineers in Masisi, Gen. Lafontaine and Col. Kahasha
carried out a series of attacks on FARDC bases in Lubero, recovering weapons and
ammunition. In May both M23 members and Col. Kahasha separately informed the
Group that they had cooperated with one another, as both movements held similar
demands for the Government. While M23 made allegations of Government support
to FDLR, Col. Kahasha continued joint attacks with RUD in Lubero territory.
Conseil supérieur de la paix
128. The Conseil supérieur de la paix (CONSUP) was an attempt to reactivate
former Mudundu 40 combatants and officers of Shi ethnicity in and around Bukavu
in order to galvanize a popular uprising in the wake of the promulgation of Joseph
Kabila’s electoral victory. The movement was led by former FARDC Col. Bitho,
who was eventually arrested in late April 2012. Seventeen members of CONSUP
were previously arrested and sent to Kinshasa in February 2012. CONSUP sent
several letters soliciting support in the form of vehicles, radios and cash (see annex 38).
Current M23 spokesperson Lt Col. Kazarama, according to FARDC sources and
former combatants, had been in direct contact with Col. Bitho and had supported the
creation of the movement. The Group is still seeking to determine the relation
between CONSUP and Col. Kahasha, owing to the latter’s former membership in
Mudundu 40.
Southern Irumu
129. On 11 February 2012, a number of high-ranking officers from the 4th and 13th
brigades based in Ituri defected and tried to launch an attack on loyalist FARDC
units. Among the leaders of the mutiny were Lt Col. Gervais Kambale, Lt Col.
Kayshugu Bahame and Lt Col. David Ndayishime. The same sources reported that
Gen. Amisi had eased the tensions through a number of concessions to the mutineers
and the launching of a regimentation process in Ituri (see annex 39). As a result of
the regimentation, all commanders referred to above have received a good position —
Regiment Commander or Deputy Regiment Commander — in the new FARDC
structures. The Group has gathered information indicating that a link between the
Ituri and Kivus defections may exist and it will continue to look into this matter.

V. Arms trafficking and stockpile management
130. The Group is working closely with the authorities of the Democratic Republic
of the Congo to gather and analyse information on flows of arms, ammunition and
related materiel to armed groups. The three principal lines of investigation for the
Group’s inquiries are cross-border trafficking, diversion from national stockpiles
and estimated arms caches controlled by the major armed groups and certain
FARDC officers. The Group’s investigations into cross-border trafficking include a
focus on land and lake smuggling routes, and may lead to requests for information
on ammunition production, marking and controls in neighbouring countries.
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131. By paragraph 11 of resolution 2021 (2011), the Security Council reiterated its
recommendation to the Government of the Democratic Republic of the Congo to
enhance stockpile security, accountability and management of arms and
ammunition. The Group has begun working with FARDC to review current arms
and ammunition stockpile management, logistics and accountability practices, in
order to identify risks of diversion and recommend practical measures. This
assessment will be illustrated by case studies identified by the Group and national
authorities.

A.

Arms and ammunition
132. The weapons that the local NGO PAREC had collected through civilian
disarmament, which had been stored in containers at the Goma Airport (see
S/2011/738, para. 664 (r)), have been shipped out of the Kivus. According to several
FARDC and the Republican Guard sources, the transfer had been prompted by the
build-up of tension within FARDC and indications that ex-CNDP soldiers could
potentially defect. To avoid potential diversion in the event of conflict, the FARDC
military Commander, logistics base Commander, Gen. Mbuayama Nsiona, had
ordered the removal of the weapons. Some of the weapons had been transferred to
Kinshasa and others to Mbuji-Mayi. The first consignment of about 7 tons had taken
place on 8 February 2012. These weapons had been transported on the FARDC
Antonov 727.24 The second consignment of 5 tons had taken place on 1 April 2012.
The two consignments had been transferred to Kinshasa. On 6 April 2012, two
consignments of 4 and 7 tons had been transferred from Goma to Mbuji-Mayi by a
hired public plane, Goma Air.25 On 7 April 2012, the fourth consignment of 7 tons
had been transferred to Mbuji-Mayi also by Goma Air.
133. On 4 April 2012, the FARDC South Kivu Commander ordered the transport of
9 tons of assorted arms to Goma for onward transmission to Kinshasa as well. The
weapons were transported on a public boat, MV Patience. At the time of the drafting
of the present report, these arms were still stored in a container at Goma Airport,
waiting to be flown to Kinshasa. Meanwhile, PAREC continues with the collection
of arms from civilians in North Kivu, purchasing them for $50 per functioning
weapon. The collected arms, mostly AK-47 assault rifles, are stored in a container at
Goma Airport under the security of the Republican Guard.
134. At the height of the ex-CNDP mutiny, the Group visited the logistics base in
North Kivu on 13 April 2012 to establish the situation regarding arms and
ammunition. FARDC sources showed the Group 35 boxes of AK-47 ammunition
and 6 boxes of 60 mm mortar bombs that had been requested by Col. Innocent
Gahizi, Amani Leo operations Commander for North Kivu, for operations in Masisi
and Walikale. During the Group’s follow-up visit to the same base on 19 April 2012,
the last lot of 18 boxes of AK-47 ammunition and three cases of 60 mm mortar
bombs were waiting to be dispatched to operational units of the 803rd FARDC
regiment in Masisi and Walikale (see annex 40).26

__________________
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135. Four dangerous bombs that had been stored on the periphery of Goma Airport
were destroyed with the support of the NGO Mines Advisory Group in November
2011 (see S/2011/738, paras. 573 and 664 (o), and annex 157).

B.

SOCIDEX ammunition plant
136. On 2 April 2012, the Group visited the Société commerciale et industrielle
d’explosifs-SOCIDEX (formerly Société africaine d’explosifs-AFRIDEX), as
indicated in the Group’s final report of 2011 (see S/2011/738, para. 590). The aim
was to establish whether this ammunition and explosives factory was still
operational. The Group established that the plant had not been operational for the
past seven years and as a result was dilapidated (see annex 41). However, the Group
has learned from three sources, including the top management of the plant, that the
latter discreetly assembled explosives for private mining firms in Katanga. Some of
the raw materials were sourced from suppliers in Katanga while some chemicals
were ordered from African Explosives Ltd, a South African firm that at one time had
also expressed interest in investing in SOCIDEX, but had never pursued the deal.
137. During its visit, the management of SOCIDEX confirmed to the Group that the
company hired out its warehouses to private mining companies wanting to store
their explosives. It further disclosed that several potential investors had visited the
plant recently and held discussions with the management.

VI. Natural resources
138. The Group plans to continue investigating the degree to which armed groups
and criminal networks within FARDC are involved in and benefit from the trade in
natural resources. It has documented some of the progress made in the
demilitarization of mining zones and the efforts under way to promote and
implement its due diligence guidelines with upstream and downstream actors in the
supply chain. The Group’s efforts will be equally balanced between conducting indepth field investigations in mining zones and engaging constructively with traders,
exporters and international buyers of such minerals concerning the extent of their
due diligence measures. While previous investigations in the trade in natural
resources have included fisheries, charcoal, cannabis and land, the Group will limit
its focus during the current mandate exclusively to tin, tantalum, tungsten, gold and
timber.

A.

Due diligence
139. Pursuant to paragraph 6 of resolution 1952 (2010) and paragraph 5 of
resolution 2021 (2011), the Group will continue to evaluate the impact of due
diligence guidelines referred to in paragraph 7 of resolution 1952 (2010). The
following paragraphs highlight key trends and events with regard to the
implementation of due diligence requirements in the gold and the 3T (tin, tantalum
and tungsten) sectors within the Democratic Republic of the Congo, as well as at
international and regional levels.
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1.

Tin, tantalum and tungsten
Democratic Republic of the Congo
140. In its final report of 2011, the Group highlighted the contrasted impact of due
diligence requirements on the 3T sector. In northern Katanga, where economic
actors have introduced the tagging system of the ITRI27 Tin Supply Chain Initiative
and started to conduct risk assessment and mitigation, mineral production and
exports have risen. Export houses in northern Katanga have been able to export to
smelters that comply with a “conflict-free smelter” audit programme which was
launched in December 2010 by two electronics industry organizations28 to help
companies satisfy reporting requirements under section 1502 of the Dodd-Frank
Wall Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act. Meanwhile, in the Kivus and
Maniema, where no such traceability systems were introduced, mineral production
and official exports have fallen since refineries and smelters seeking conflict-free
smelter status stated that from 1 April 2011 onwards they would buy material from
red-flag locations only if tagged under the ITRI Tin Supply Chain Initiative scheme
(see S/2011/738, para. 339). Although reduced production in the Kivus and
Maniema evidently decreased overall conflict financing, it also led to a greater
proportion of trade becoming criminalized and with continued strong involvement
by military and/or armed groups.
141. The contrast in 3T mineral production and exports between northern Katanga
and the Kivus has, in the first trimester of 2012, become less stark. Congolese
export statistics and Rwandan customs documents show that after dropping to about
a fifth of pre-suspension levels in 2011,29 mineral exports from the Kivus and
Maniema in the first trimester of 2012 reached a third of pre-suspension levels. Six
export houses have so far exported in 2012, compared to three in 2011. The gradual
resumption of official exports from the Kivus and Maniema warrants careful
monitoring by the Group of due diligence implementation by active export houses
and their clients abroad. In addition, the Group will continue to monitor due
diligence implementation on tagged supply chains in northern Katanga and Rwanda.
142. In its final report of 2011 the Group found evidence that three exporting export
houses — TTT Mining, Huaying Trading and Donson International — had failed to
conduct due diligence while purchasing from Walikale territory of North Kivu in
mines which were indirectly financing armed groups and criminal networks within
FARDC (see S/2011/738, para. 342). Huaying and to a lesser extent TTT, which,
according to mining authorities, changed its name to Congo Minerals and Metals
(CMM),30 have in 2012 continued to regularly purchase minerals from Bisie in
Walikale territory in North Kivu, where no mine site validation has yet taken place
(see annex 42). Moreover, the export houses Metachem, GMC and AMR Mugote
have, during the first trimester of 2012, purchased tin ore from Bisie (see annex 43),

__________________
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A tin industry association whose membership, it claims, accounts for 80 per cent of world tin
purchases. It launched the Tin Supply Chain Initiative with the Tantalum-Niobium International
Study Center in 2009.
The Global eSustainability Initiative and the Electronic Industry Citizenship Coalition.
On 11 September 2010, President Kabila imposed an indefinite suspension of all artisanal
mining activity in North Kivu, South Kivu and Maniema in an attempt to address the problem of
militarization of the mineral trade. The suspension was lifted on 10 March 2011.
CMM representatives told the Group that CMM is a new entity that only houses in the premises
of TTT. The Group will clarify the relationship between the two companies during the rest of its
mandate.
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although in much smaller quantities than Huaying, which almost exclusively
purchases from Bisie. On 15 May the Ministry of Mines suspended the activities of
CMM and Huaying in North Kivu for violating the note circulaire on due diligence
of the Ministry of Mines (see annex 44).
Box 5
Note circulaire
In its final report of 2011, the Group welcomed the Government’s
note circulaire of 6 September 2011, requiring all mining operators to
exercise due diligence, as defined by the Group and the Organization for
Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD).a The Group also
recommended that development partners assist the Government in
implementing this requirement and evaluating compliance. Since the
circular was issued, there have been debates among the lawyers within
the Ministry of Mines on this aspect of compliance.
In theory, a note circulaire is an administrative measure, but it can
become binding when it foresees potential consequences for mining
companies and mineral exporters that do not conduct due diligence. The
circular requires companies to comply within 45 days of its enactment, or
face punishments that could lead to a suspension of operating licences.
There are current efforts to transform the note circulaire into a
ministerial order or arrêté that is clearly legally binding. The traceability
manual of the Ministry of Mines, which, inter alia, defines the roles and
responsibilities of State agencies involved in monitoring the flows of
commercial mining products, was made into a ministerial order on
15 October 2010, immediately following its publication.b
a
b

No. 002/CAB.MIN/MINES/01/2011 of 6 September 2011.
No. 0711/CAB.MIN/MINES/01/2010 of 15 October 2010.

143. Metachem stopped purchasing from Bisie in January because it had obtained
information from its suppliers that illegal taxation by NDC was ongoing.
Metachem’s representative told the Group that he, as president of the Federation of
Congolese Enterprises in North Kivu, had advised other export houses to do the
same. Nevertheless, Huaying, CMM and AMR Mugote had continued their
purchases from Bisie in February and thereafter without showing any documented
effort of having assessed the risk of indirectly financing armed groups and criminal
networks within FARDC (see annex 45). Representatives of CMM and Huaying told
the Group that purchases from Bisie were not problematic because NDC had been
dislodged from the area at the beginning of 2012 and the mine currently fell under
Government control. According to local administrators and traders, Bisie had indeed
come under FARDC control in the beginning of February. However, Huaying’s
purchases from Bisie predate this event. It also remains unclear whether the role of
NDC in Bisie has been fully played out. Furthermore, FARDC has not been entirely
replaced with mining police, which poses the risk that mineral purchases indirectly
finance criminal networks. This potential, as well as indirect investments by armed
groups, must be assessed on the ground, by export houses purchasing from Bisie,
following step 2 of the due diligence guidelines (see S/2010/596, para. 361).
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144. Representatives of Huaying and CMM also told the Group that in conducting
due diligence the export houses relied on the two lists of mine sites attached to the
ministerial decisions concerning the qualification and validation of mine sites in the
vicinity of Rubaya and Mugogo centres de négoce. Both export houses claim to
avoid purchases from non-validated “orange” and “red” mines. Statistics from the
Division of Mines of North Kivu indeed show that CMM buys from Bibatama D3, a
mine in the vicinity of Rubaya qualified “green”. Official records from the Division
of Mines of South Kivu also show that CMM and Huaying, as well as the export
house Bakulikira, purchase from the “green” mine of Nyabibwe.
Box 6
Centres de négoce
In its interim and final report of 2011 the Group described the
objectives of the pilot trading centres project (centres de négoce) in
Isanga/Ndingala and Itebero, in Walikale territory in North Kivu, in
Rubaya, in Masisi territory in North Kivu, and in Mugogo, in Walungu
territory in South Kivu. Apart from Itebero, all centres have been erected,
but none has yet become operational owing to several reasons, including
delays in the mine site validation process.
Validation has been concluded for Mugogo and Rubaya, within a
25 km radius of the two centres, by mixed teams — including the
Government of the Democratic Republic of the Congo, representatives of
civil society and private enterprises, the German Federal Institute for
Geosciences and Natural Resources, and MONUSCO — and using three
categories as defined in terms of reference by the Ministry of Mines.a
“Green” sites are those not controlled by armed groups or State security
forces and where social rights are respected. “Orange” sites include those
indirectly controlled by an armed group or “uncontrolled” public security
services, including through taxation along the supply route. “Red” sites
are those where an armed group or “uncontrolled” public security
services are physically present in the mine.
On 23 March 2012, eight months after validation missions were
conducted, the Ministry of Mines published the missions’ results. b Of 25
sites assessed around Mugogo, 7 were qualified “green” (see annex 46).
The list of green mines also includes Nyabibwe, although this mine was
not assessed by the validation team because it falls outside the radius of
25 km around the centre. Of the 21 sites assessed around Rubaya, 11
were qualified “green” (see annex 47). Validation missions were
supposed to be conducted every three months according to the initial
terms of reference, but have not been repeated in either Mugogo or
Rubaya. The ministerial orders of 23 March 2012 mention a validity of
six months from the date of publication.
a
b
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145. Since April 2012, the security situation in the mining areas surrounding Rubaya
has deteriorated following the mutiny of ex-CNDP units in FARDC. On 28 April
2012, the chief of the provincial division of mines in North Kivu stated to the media
that the idea of exporting from green mines would not work because of the recent
unrest in Masisi territory.31 In the beginning of April, Col. Josué Biyoyo, the 103rd
regiment Commander, had extorted money from miners in Nyabibwe, according to
local civil society representatives. In its final report of 2011 the Group already
highlighted instances of military interference in the mine of Nyabibwe, as well as
military involvement in mineral transportation (see S/2011/738, paras. 501-502).
146. Considering recent turmoil in the mining areas of Rubaya, as well as
Nyabibwe, the surrounding mines would need to be assessed again as soon as the
security situation allows it, in accordance with the initial terms of reference. In the
meantime, export houses that wish to comply with due diligence requirements while
purchasing from Nyabibwe and Rubaya mines cannot rely solely on chain of
custody documentation from “green” mines alone; they need to carry out additional
on-the-ground risk assessment, following step 2 of the due diligence guidelines
referred to above. The same remark applies to companies purchasing from mine
sites that have never been validated.
Regional level
147. In its final report of 2011, the Group described the practice of mineral
smuggling between the eastern Democratic Republic of the Congo and neighbouring
countries. The Group also highlighted the risk of untagged Congolese minerals
contaminating the Rwandan traceability scheme, despite significant mineral seizures
by Rwandan police and customs authorities (see S/2011/738, paras. 478, 495 and
503). According to Congolese customs authorities in Goma, border controls in
Gisenyi had been tightened since September 2011, thereby reducing the volume of
smuggled minerals, leading to fewer seizures.
148. In an effort to ensure the credibility of their tagging scheme, the Rwanda
Geology and Mines Department in March 2012 banned for six months four
Rwandan mining companies for illegally tagging minerals.32 At the same time the
ITRI Tin Supply Chain Initiative programme suspended the exporting company
African Primary Tungsten (APT). According to industry sources, one of the
suspended Rwandan mining companies was Semico, which had sold tags to APT
that were meant to be used on its concession. That would have allowed APT to
illegally tag all or a part of the 70 tons of untagged tungsten ore in its depot in
Gikondo, Kigali, when investigators had documented the infraction. According to
industry sources, the illegal tagging had been carried out with the complicity of the
Geology and Mines Department agent who was supposed to issue tags in the
concession. The agent has been suspended. Investigations by the Criminal
Investigation Department, to which the case was transferred, should reveal whether
the minerals had originated from the APT concessions in Rwanda or elsewhere.
Until investigations are concluded, the Department decided to suspend the issuance
of tags to APT.
__________________
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149. Apart from APT and Semico, two Rwandan mining companies had been
suspended because of their involvement in illegal tagging of 500 kg of tin ore seized
in Gisenyi, according to Rwandan authorities with whom the Group consulted
during industry conferences. The tags found on the bags were issued for use on one
of the companies’ concessions in Kirehe district in the eastern province, on the other
side of the country. A fourth Rwandan mining company was suspended because it
was not operating in its concession. The company suspensions referred to
demonstrate the vigilance of Rwandan mining authorities, but are at the same time a
strong reminder that irregularities in tagging persist, potentially allowing Congolese
minerals to be inserted into the Rwandan system.
150. On 3 November 2011, Rwandan national mining authorities returned over
81 tons of minerals seized along the Congolese border since May 2011 to their
provincial counterparts in Goma, North Kivu. The revenues from the sale of the
minerals by Congolese authorities were supposed to be invested in mineral
traceability efforts in the Kivus, according to Goma-based civil society
representatives. According to mines authorities in Goma, 13 tons had been
transferred to Bukavu, leaving 68 tons in Goma. The former provincial minister of
mines, Naasson Kubuya Ndoole, instructed that the minerals be stored in a depot of
a petrol station in Goma called FACAM that belongs to retired Gen. Kamwanya
Bora, assuring the national Minister of Mines that material was safely locked away
(see annex 48).33 On 2 December 2011, the Goma mining police followed up on a
reported case of theft at the FACAM warehouse. According to mining police
authorities, about 25 tons had been missing from the 68 tons stored, while much of
the remaining mineral bags had been emptied and replaced with waste product. A
remainder of 25 tons had eventually been sold to the export house Metachem. The
Group continues to investigate the disappearance of minerals, as well as the
allocation of revenues.
International level
151. The Group commented on the regulatory process in section 1502 of the DoddFrank Act in a letter it sent to the United States Securities and Exchange
Commission on 21 October 2011. It remains convinced that requiring companies to
exercise due diligence is effective and that the Dodd-Frank Act has been a critical
catalyst for reform. However, the Group has established that market uncertainty
resulting from the lengthy delay in the publication of the Commission rules,
together with the fear of potential 100 per cent “conflict-free” demands in their
reporting obligations, has led most industry actors to pull out of the market in the
eastern Democratic Republic of the Congo rather than conduct due diligence on
their supply chains. The Group proposes therefore that the Commission incorporate
into its guidelines the concept of mitigation contained in the due diligence
guidelines of the Group and OECD (see S/2011/738, paras. 398 and 664 (bb)).
Mitigation allows companies that purchase from mines where FARDC criminal
networks are in operation to continue purchasing provided they have put in place
time-bound and publicly available strategies to progressively decrease the
involvement and benefit of military actors.
__________________
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152. Several companies, however, including China National Nonferrous Metals,
continue to import mineral ore from the eastern Democratic Republic of the Congo
according to official statistics from the Division of Mines in North Kivu (see annex 50).
Proactive engagement of such companies is important to further motivate suppliers
to carry out due diligence, including risk mitigation strategies, on supply chains in
the eastern Democratic Republic of the Congo.
153. In a positive, related development, on 23 March 2011, the Ningxia Orient
Tantalum Industry Company, which buys tagged tantalum ore from the Great Lakes
region, adopted a “procurement policy on the purchase and use of conflict tantalum
material”, which refers to compliance with United Nations due diligence guidelines
and insistence on traceability (see annex 49). The Group welcomes this initiative
and looks forward to discussing responsible business engagement in Central Africa
further with authorities in China, as well as with other mineral processing
companies sourcing from the Great Lakes region.
2.

Gold
Democratic Republic of the Congo
154. By paragraph 7 of resolution 2021 (2011), the Security Council encouraged all
States, particularly those in the region, to continue to raise awareness of the United
Nations Group of Experts due diligence guidelines, in particular in the gold sector
as part of broader efforts to mitigate the risk of further financing armed groups and
criminal networks within FARDC. This encouragement follows the Group’s
conclusion in its final report of 2011 that due diligence implementation in the
Congolese gold sector has not taken place. Licensed export houses are responsible
for only a fraction of total exports. As for the gold they do officially export, it
remains difficult to determine the origin because it is generally sold to them without
transport authorizations that should be delivered by mining authorities at or near the
mine sites.
155. To encourage formal exports of gold, the national Ministry of Mines of the
Democratic Republic of the Congo on 14 November 2011 issued a ministerial order,
inter alia, lowering the export tax for gold from 3.25 per cent to 1 per cent of the
value of exports, bringing it in line with its neighbouring countries.34 The order also
obliges gold export houses to export a minimum of 30 kg of gold per trimester and
local traders to sell a minimum of 3 kg of gold to export houses per trimester.
156. Because the foregoing decrees only came into effect at the end of 2011, it is
too early to determine whether they have had their intended effect. However, in the
eastern Democratic Republic of the Congo official exports seem to be falling rather
than increasing. There were no official exports from Bunia and Butembo during the
first trimester of 2012 owing to delays in the renewal of export house licences and
the lack of financing. In South Kivu, the export house Namukaya officially exported
7 kg in the first trimester, an amount it almost officially exported per month on
average in 2011. Only in Goma, North Kivu, were exports in the first trimester of
2012 significantly higher than in 2011. The registered export house AR Gold,
officially exported 16 kg of gold compared to 6 kg in all of 2011.

__________________
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Regional level
157. According to Congolese gold export house managers, the small volume of
official exports can be attributed to the fact that a handful of fraudulent traders in
Kampala and Bujumbura have for many years monopolized the Congolese gold
trade. Not paying any income or export taxes, these traders are able to offer better
prices than official Congolese exporters. In addition, their significant cash flow
enables them to pre-finance Congolese suppliers and temporarily offer abovemarket prices in an attempt to guarantee their loyalty. Congolese gold export house
managers told the Group that they simply could not compete.
158. Over the course of repeated mandates, the Group has confirmed that the
previous owner of the sanctioned entity Machanga Ltd, in Kampala, Rajendra
Kumar, and his brother Vipul Kumar, as well as Bujumbura-based Mutoka
Ruganyira, are among the main purchasers of gold smuggled from the eastern
Democratic Republic of the Congo (see S/2011/738, paras. 183, 512, 531 and 537).
The Group has also established that in addition to local Congolese traders, export
house Namukaya supplies above-mentioned traders with a quantity of gold that
represents at least 10 times its official exports (see S/2010/596, para. 294, and
S/2011/738, para. 512).
International level
159. On the basis of trade statistics, the Group in its final report of 2011 estimated
that in 2010 almost 3 tons of fraudulently traded gold from the Democratic Republic
of the Congo may have entered the legal supply chain of the United Arab Emirates
through Uganda alone (see S/2011/738, para. 553). Several gold smugglers
confirmed to the Group that the United Arab Emirates had remained the principal
destination of Congolese gold. Awareness and implementation of due diligence on
the part of United Arab Emirates-based importers and refiners, as well as
strengthened United Arab Emirates customs control, were of critical importance to
exclude sanctioned entities and their associates from the country’s supply chain and
instead engage with credible suppliers in the Democratic Republic of the Congo.
160. The publication of a risk management manual by the Dubai Multi
Commodities Centre (DMCC)35 on 29 April 2012 represents a welcome
development in this regard. The purpose of the manual is to assist DMCC-licensed
members, as well as other industry participants in the United Arab Emirates, to
enforce acceptable standards of due diligence and responsible supply-chain
management. The guidance follows the five-step framework for risk-based due
diligence proposed by the Group and OECD. The Group particularly welcomes the
DMCC outreach to other industry participants in the United Arab Emirates, among
which should figure those trading companies that directly import from the
Democratic Republic of the Congo or its neighbouring countries. During its present
mandate, the Group intends to proactively liaise with DMCC as well as federal
authorities to identify United Arab Emirates-based importers of gold from eastern
Africa and trace the destination of this gold within the United Arab Emirates and
beyond.

__________________
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C.

Comprehensive assessment of mining zones
161. By paragraph 5 of resolution 2021 (2011), the Security Council requested the
Group of Experts to include in its evaluation of the impact of due diligence a
comprehensive assessment on the economic and social development of the relevant
mining areas in the Democratic Republic of the Congo. The Group’s intention is to
provide a balanced picture of positive and negative social and economic impacts,
both as a result of the application of United Nations guidelines by individual
companies and as a result of the legal requirements of separate Member States,
notably under section 1502 of the Dodd-Frank Act.36
162. At the mine-site level, the assessment is based on perspectives and experiences
of local mining populations, as well as economic and social indicators, such as local
prices of minerals and goods, and school enrolment of dependent children. The
Group will conduct a series of semi-structured interviews in mining areas, working
with small focus groups. To ensure that the field data are representative, the Group
has taken several criteria into account when selecting the mining sites to be visited,
such as geographic spread and differences in local mining governance. Moreover,
the Group will continue to complement and draw upon recent research by
humanitarian organizations with expertise in conducting socioeconomic needs
assessments of local mining communities.
163. At the provincial level, the assessment includes aggregated data, such as
registered mineral production levels and the frequency of cargo flights to interior
locations close to mine sites. Flight rotations serve as an important indicator of food
and commodities arriving in remote mining areas. The added value of using
aggregate data is that it will enable the Group to assess the impact of individual
measures, such as the mining suspension and the Dodd-Frank Act, over time. The
Group considers that by using a range of subjective and objective indicators,
generated data will allow for a comprehensive assessment of social and economic
development in mining areas.
Box 7
Economic impact of interrupted mineral trade in Maniema
Despite relative security, the mining sector of Maniema is only very
slowly recovering from the 2010 mining suspension and ensuing rapid
decrease of international demand for untagged minerals. One issue that
has been blocking progress for the province is that of stockpiles.
According to ITRI, between 1,000 and 1,500 tons of tin ore produced
before the Government’s mining ban of September 2010 were not
exported within the short time frame between the lifting of the
suspension on 10 March 2011 and the export deadline of the conflict-free
smelter programme on 1 April 2011.

__________________
36
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The definition of “armed group” in the Dodd-Frank Act can easily be interpreted to include
FARDC, in which case its involvement in the supply chain would lead to a not “DRC conflict
free” determination. The United Nations Group of Experts due diligence guidelines provide for a
six-month mitigation period in case such risk is identified in order to achieve substantial
progress towards ending that involvement. Given this interpretation of armed groups, purchasers
of minerals from the Democratic Republic of the Congo would be more inclined to entirely
disengage from that country when seeking compliance with the Dodd-Frank Act than when
seeking compliance with the Group’s due diligence guidelines.
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In its final report of 2011, the Group recommended that the stocks
produced before the mining suspension should be tagged and sold and
that part of the proceeds should be used to finance improved verification,
traceability and community and environmental initiatives in affected
provinces. The Group therefore regrets that, according to a letter sent by
the Steering Committee of the International Conference on the Great
Lakes Region on 3 April 2012, the stocks were moved untagged out of
the province and sold at prices inferior to the Asian market, not
generating any financing for local initiatives (see annex 51).
The letter indicated impatience of the stock owners who had long
awaited the Electronic Industry Citizenship Coalition/Global Sustainability
Initiative (EICC/GeSi) endorsement. Stock owners further explained to
the Group that the price export houses pay per kilo is very low even
compared to the Kivus because export houses are either required to pay
transfer taxes to move minerals from one province to another before
export, or, when exporting directly, need to obtain a separate export
house licence for Maniema. These extra costs, which come on top of high
transportation costs to Goma or Bukavu, are calculated in the price paid
for Maniema minerals.

164. On 7 April, the Minister of Mines of the Democratic Republic of the Congo
sent a letter to the audit committee of EICC/GeSi expressing his wish that the
“mining activity” in Maniema should be restarted, while announcing two validation
missions (see annex 52). The Group reiterates that in 2011 it found no evidence
suggesting that armed groups or FARDC benefit from the minerals produced and
stocked in the territories of Kailo and Pangi. However, around Kasese in the
territory of Punia, FARDC Capt. Salung Christophe Nestor continues to
systematically extort minerals from the artisanal miners, according to local
authorities and traders (see S/2011/738, para. 469).

VII. Violations of international humanitarian and human
rights law
165. By resolution 2021 (2011), the Security Council noted with great concern the
persistence of human rights abuses and humanitarian law violations against civilians
in eastern Democratic Republic of the Congo, including the killing and
displacement of significant numbers of civilians, the recruitment and use of child
soldiers, and widespread sexual violence, and stressed that the perpetrators must be
brought to justice.
166. Civilians continue to suffer abuses from armed groups as well as from
Congolese security forces. In some parts of eastern Democratic Republic of the
Congo, the situation has further deteriorated, following the recent mutiny and
repeated indiscriminate attacks by armed groups against civilians. The common
pattern of reprisal attacks by armed groups against civilians perceived as siding with
opposite groups persists. As cited in previous reports by the Group, women and
children continue to be the prime targets of sexual violence. In some areas, notably
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where armed groups are fighting against FARDC, child recruitment by these groups
increased. There have been several major incidents throughout eastern Democratic
Republic of the Congo of indiscriminate killings of civilians, including women and
children, by armed groups and, to a lesser degree, by FARDC, of which the Group
will give selected examples below. The violence and the attacks triggered several
waves of displacements, resulting in hundreds of thousands of new internally
displaced persons in eastern Democratic Republic of the Congo.

A.

Patterns and cases of sexual violence
167. United Nations reports have documented an increase in reported cases of
sexual violence in eastern Democratic Republic of the Congo, especially in the
Kivus, since early 2012. The territories of Lubero, Masisi and Rutshuru were
particularly affected. Clashes between armed groups and FARDC as well as the
escalation of the mutiny contributed to general instability in the province, although
most of the cases documented were committed by civilians. According to United
Nations sources, at least 46 women were raped in Ntoto by different armed groups
including FDLR during separate incidents in 2012.
168. United Nations reports also indicate that there was a clear increase of the
number of cases throughout the first three months of 2012 in South Kivu, in
particular in Kalehe territory. Almost half of the victims in the cases reported in the
province for early 2012 were minors, the rest being mainly women, although almost
5 per cent of the reported victims were men. There was, however, an important
number of cases allegedly committed by the Mai Mai Nyatura and Mai Mai
Kirikicho in Kalehe, by FDLR in Kalehe, Shabunda and Kabare and by the Raïa
Mutomboki in Shabunda and Kalehe.
169. Impunity for sexual violence continues, including in emblematic cases. In the
case of the mass rape in Walikale perpetrated by the NDC-FPLC-FDLR alliance in
July and August 2010, there has been little progress in the trial and in the arrest of
most of the accused. In early December 2011 the military court for North Kivu
decided to relocate the trial where the crimes had taken place in Walikale territory.
To date, security concerns have not allowed the court to sit in Walikale and the trial
has stalled. In late April 2012 NDC attacked FARDC and the police camps in the
village of Luvungi, where most of the 2010 rapes had taken place, and stole the
police’s equipment.
170. The Group’s final report of 2011 documented the cases of sexual violence in
Mutongo, Walikale territory, in mid-June 2011 (see S/2011/738, paras. 639-640).
Through APCLS sources, the Group learned that “Col.” Karara Mukandirwa, found
to hold the command responsibility for such crimes, had deserted his unit and had
eventually been killed in Pinga in early 2012.

B.

Targeting of civilians
171. The Group has received information regarding numerous cases of
indiscriminate killings by armed groups, as well as killings by Congolese security
forces, of which the cases presented below are selected examples. The Group will
endeavour to further examine command responsibility in those violations in its final
report.
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Killings of civilians by FDLR and Raïa Mutomboki in South Kivu
172. Fighting between the Raïa Mutomboki and FDLR has escalated in 2012. As a
result, since the end of 2011, the Raïa Mutomboki have increasingly targeted FDLR
dependants, killing, maiming and raping civilians, including women and children, in
Shabunda and in Kalehe. The FDLR answer has been one of systematic retaliation
against civilians perceived as siding with the Raïa Mutomboki.
173. From 31 December 2011 to 4 January 2012, in the north-east part of Shabunda
territory, FDLR attacked several villages, including Lokolya and Luyuyu. A United
Nations investigation confirmed that during those attacks, at least 33 persons,
including 9 children and 6 women, had been killed, either burned alive, decapitated
or shot. The United Nations reported that one woman and one girl had also been
raped. The Group received a list of tens of people who had been seriously injured at
the time. It also obtained pictures of some of the villages that the FDLR had looted
and burned down.
174. According to United Nations sources, FDLR and FARDC had claimed that the
January 2012 attack had been in reprisal for violence committed by the Raïa
Mutomboki in 2011 against FDLR combatants and their civilian dependants. The
cycle of attacks and reprisal attacks had gone unabated since.
175. In South Kivu, FDLR has continued to kill, rape and loot, not only in
Shabunda territory, but also in Kalehe and Kabare territories. A United Nations
investigation confirmed that on the night of 4 to 5 May 2012, FDLR had massacred
at least 14 civilians, including 5 women and 5 children, in Lumendje, near
Bunyakiri, Kalehe territory. FDLR also killed at least 20 civilians on 14 May, in
Kamananga, near Bunyakiri, in Kalehe territory. According to United Nations
sources, both massacres were carried out in retaliation for Raïa Mutomboki
massacres of FDLR dependants, including near Ekingi, in Kalehe territory, in March
2012. Soon after the killings in Kamananga, MONUSCO troops based nearby were
targeted and shot at during a demonstration, allegedly by Raïa Mutomboki members,
with several injured.
Alleged massacre in Makama, Fizi territory, by troops of the 105th regiment
176. The Group received information from a range of sources regarding a massacre
committed by troops from Col. Nsabimana’s 105th regiment in Makama, a gold
mining area in Fizi territory, on the night of 5 February 2012. The Group
subsequently received from a FARDC source a list of 20 persons, including
7 women, who had reportedly been killed in Makama.

C.

Internal displacement
177. In May 2012 the United Nations Office for the Coordination of Humanitarian
Affairs reported a dramatic increase in internally displaced persons in the
Democratic Republic of the Congo, crossing the 2 million mark for the first time
since July 2009. Most new displacements took place in eastern Democratic Republic
of the Congo and were triggered by violence on the part of armed groups in both
Kivus, in Orientale province and in Katanga as well as ongoing military operations
against these armed groups. The largest increase in internally displaced persons was
registered in South Kivu, where they now number 856,000 according to the Office
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for the Coordination of Humanitarian Affairs, with more than a third in the territory
of Kalehe alone. In North Kivu, the Office of the United Nations High
Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR) registered 15,000 new internally displaced
persons near Goma by the end of April. In May UNHCR reported that 8,000
Congolese had crossed the border in Gisenyi into Rwanda and that 30,000 had
sought refuge in Uganda.

D.

Obstruction of the access to or the distribution of
humanitarian assistance
178. In its final report of 2011, the Group concluded that despite a rising number of
security incidents affecting humanitarian operations, there was no evidence of intent
on the part of individuals to systematically prevent the distribution of humanitarian
assistance. During the current mandate, the Group intends to revisit this question, in
close consultation with humanitarian agencies and local authorities, as appropriate,
and pursuant to paragraph 4 (f) of resolution 1857 (2008). General rising insecurity
in early 2012 has negatively impacted humanitarian operations, restricting
humanitarian access in several areas of eastern Democratic Republic of the Congo,
notably in North Kivu and South Kivu. During the ex-CNDP mutiny in Masisi
territory, the Group received reports that the mutineers associated with Erasto
Ntibaturana had forcefully vacated the camp for internally displaced persons in
Nyange, thereby depriving thousands of humanitarian assistance. The Group will
continue investigating this case in order to determine full command responsibility
for such an operation.

E.

Recruitment and use of children in armed conflict
179. Pursuant to paragraphs 4 (d) and (e) of resolution 1857 (2008), the Group will
continue to monitor recruitment trends and to research and document case studies
involving command responsibility for the recruitment and use of children in
violation of applicable international law. The Group will focus on the most
systematic recruiters.
180. Calls to tackle impunity for the use and recruitment of child soldiers were
answered in part by a landmark judgment on 14 March 2012, delivered at the
International Criminal Court in The Hague. International Criminal Court judges
convicted Thomas Lubanga Dyilo37 for the war crimes of conscripting and enlisting
children under the age of 15 into FPLC during the 2002-2003 armed conflict in Ituri
district and using them to participate in hostilities. While the judges have yet to
deliver the sentence, the judgment mentioned several of Mr. Dyilo’s alleged
co-perpetrators, including Gen. Bosco Ntaganda, as “generally responsible for
recruitment and training, which included girls and boys under the age of 15”. The
verdict triggered further calls for the arrest and transfer to the International Criminal
Court of Gen. Ntaganda, who is charged with the same war crimes as Mr. Dyilo.
181. In an effort to identify flagrant child recruiters still active in the Democratic
Republic of the Congo, the Group has conducted interviews with former child
combatants, their parents and civil society organizations, and has cooperated with

__________________
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United Nations-led protections clusters. It has begun investigating cases of child
soldier recruitment by militia groups in South Kivu, North Kivu and Orientale
province. The Group is undertaking investigations to identify individuals under
whose command and control the recruitment is taking place. Former child soldiers
in South Kivu and North Kivu explained to the Group the two categories of
recruitment. The first comprises children who remain with the armed groups on a
full-time basis, while the second comprises children who spend the morning with
their families or in school, only to pick up their weapons in the afternoon and join
their respective armed groups with the consent of their parents or guardians. Parents
interviewed in Shabunda saw nothing wrong, as one explained, “offering our boys
guaranteed stronger protection by Raïa Mutomboki against the marauding FDLR
elements that raid our livestock”.
182. The Group received information from intelligence sources in FARDC and from
civil society, former child soldiers and local leaders in Bukavu and Uvira that the
most notorious recruiters of child soldiers included Mai Mai Yakutumba (in Fizi and
Ubwari), Mai Mai Mbwasakala (from Swima and Tobolo), Mai Mai Mutomboki
(from Shabunda), Mai Mai Shombo/Mupongwe (in Marungu), Mai Mai Tawimbi
(from Bijombo), Mai Mai Mpenkenyo and Mai Mai Kapopo.
183. Humanitarian organizations, FARDC sources and civil society organizations in
Shabunda territory informed the Group that the rate at which children were being
recruited had risen substantially. While in February 2012 there had been 312
reported cases, the figure had risen to 746 children in April. The most notorious
child-recruiting group in Shabunda was Raïa Mutomboki.
184. The children interviewed by the Group confirmed that they had been forcefully
recruited by the agents of those Mai Mai groups under direct instructions from
commanders. A number of the children, in their bid to escape, had surrendered to
FARDC. Several children cited Col. Sammy Matumo of the 112th regiment of
FARDC for forcefully conscripting them after surrendering from armed groups.
When the regimentation process had begun in early 2011, the children had been
demobilized.
185. Finally, the Group has confirmed reports that M23 commanders in North Kivu
extensively recruited children as porters and combatants throughout April and May
2012. The Group will continue to investigate this recruitment wave further during
the remainder of its mandate.

VIII. Recommendations
186. The Group of Experts makes the following recommendations:
Security Council Committee established pursuant to resolution 1533 (2004)
concerning the Democratic Republic of the Congo
(a) The Committee should update its list of individuals and entities
designated for targeted sanctions on the basis of information to be provided by the
current Group of Experts;
(b) The Council should strongly condemn the recruitment of children by all
armed groups, including by M23, and the Committee should consider for sanctions
any individual involved;
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United Nations Organization Stabilization Mission in the Democratic Republic of
the Congo
(c) MONUSCO should act swiftly and proactively to seize private arms
caches belonging to former armed groups and FARDC officers, and work with the
Group of Experts to trace the origins of those weapons and ammunition;
(d) MONUSCO should share with the Group of Experts documents and
information gathered and produced by the Mission which are relevant to the Group’s
mandate, without further delay;
Member States
(e) Member States importing natural resources, including gold, tin, tantalum,
tungsten and timber, from the Democratic Republic of the Congo and “red flag”
locations38 should regularly publish import and export statistics, and assist the
Group in identifying and engaging with importers regarding their due diligence
conduct;
(f) The Securities and Exchange Commission of the United States of
America should publish its implementing regulations without further delay and
incorporate the concept of mitigation contained in the due diligence guidelines of
the United Nations Group of Experts and OECD;
Government of the Democratic Republic of the Congo
(g) Congolese mining and police authorities should organize new mixed
validation missions to the mine sites surrounding the centre de négoce of Rubaya
and to the mine site of Nyabibwe, as well as to key mining zones in Maniema and
around the centres de négoce of Isange/Ndjingala and Itebero as soon as the security
situation allows;
(h) Mine site validation missions should be repeated every three months, as
indicated in the terms of reference issued by the Ministry of Mines, which should be
respected for validation missions in Maniema;
(i) The Ministry of Mines should transform its note circulaire into a
ministerial order while retaining the current due diligence requirements and
deadlines for mining operators;
(j) The Government should publish its policy on seized minerals returned
from neighbouring countries and should consider putting any profits from their sale
in a special fund that invests in the promotion of traceable and sustainable supply
chains;
(k) The Government should make a clear commitment to, and donors should
financially and technically support, the relaunch of a national disarmament,
demobilization and reintegration programme for Congolese armed groups that offers
meaningful alternatives to integration into FARDC;
(l) FARDC should undertake progressive redeployment of former armed
groups to other provinces;
__________________
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other countries in the region through which minerals from that area are known to transit,
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(m) To prepare officers integrated into FARDC from armed groups, the
Government of the Democratic Republic of the Congo should offer specific and
adapted induction training and refresher courses before deploying FARDC units
among civilian populations or in combat zones;
(n) The Military Prosecutor’s office should continue investigating and
prosecuting all military personnel, regardless of previous armed group affiliations,
who are suspected of committing crimes under Congolese law, undermining reform
efforts, or supporting armed groups;
(o) FARDC should act swiftly and proactively to seize private arms caches
belonging to former armed groups and FARDC officers, and work with the Group of
Experts to trace the origins of those weapons and ammunition;
Companies
(p) International buyers, processors and consumers of minerals should
support the progressive demilitarization of the mining sector in eastern Democratic
Republic of the Congo by remaining engaged in the Democratic Republic of the
Congo and regional markets while implementing supply chain due diligence.
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Annex 1
Sanctions criteria pursuant to Security Council resolution
1807 (2008)
1.
Individuals or entities acting in violation of the arms embargo by supplying,
selling or transferring arms or related materiel, military or financial advice, training
or assistance to (non-governmental) armed groups operating in the Democratic
Republic of the Congo;
2.
Political and military leaders of foreign armed groups operating in the
Democratic Republic of the Congo who impede the disarmament and voluntary
repatriation or resettlement of combatants belonging to those groups;
3.
Political and military leaders of Congolese militias receiving support from
outside the Democratic Republic of the Congo who impede the participation of their
combatants in disarmament, demobilization and reintegration processes;
4.
Political and military leaders operating in the Democratic Republic of the
Congo and recruiting or using children in armed conflicts in violation of applicable
international law;
5.
Individuals operating in the Democratic Republic of the Congo and
committing serious violations of international law involving the targeting of
children or women in situations of armed conflict, including killing and maiming,
sexual violence, abduction and forced displacement;
6.
Individuals obstructing access to or distribution of humanitarian assistance in
the eastern part of the Democratic Republic of the Congo;
7.
Individuals or entities supporting illegal armed groups in the eastern part of
the Democratic Republic of the Congo through illicit trade of natural resources.
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Annex 2
Current list of individuals and entities designated for
targeted sanctions by the Security Council Committee
established putsuant to resolution 1533 (2004)a
Individuals
1.

BWAMBALE, Frank Kakolele (alias: Kakorere)

2.

DYILO, Thomas Lubanga

3.

IYAMUREMYE, Gaston (alias: Rumuli, BYIRINGIRO, Michel)

4.

KAKAVU BUKWANDE, Jérôme

5.

KATANGA, Germain

6.

MANDRO, Khawa Panga (alias: Kawa, Yves Andoul Karim)

7.

MBARUSHIMANA, Callixte

8.

MPAMO, Iruta Douglas

9.

MUDACUMURA, Sylvestre

10.

MUGARAGU, Leodomir (alias: Manzi Leon)

11.

MUJYAMBERE, Leon (alias: Musenyeri, Achille, Frère Petrus Ibrahim)

12.

MURWANSHYAKA, Dr. Ignace

13.

MUSONI, Straton

14.

MUTEBUTSI, Jules

15.

NGUDJOLO, Chui

16.

NJABU, Floribert

17.

NKUNDA, Laurent (alias: Mihigo, Batware)

18.

NTABERI, Sheka Ntabo

19.

NSANZUBUKIRE, Félicien (alias: Fred Irakeza)

20.

NTAWUNGUKA, Pacifique (alias: Omega, Nzeri, Israel, Ntwangulu)

21.

NYAKUNI, James

22.

NZEYIMANA, Stanislas (alias: Deogratius Bigaruka Izabayo, Jules Mateso
Mlamba)

23.

OZIA MAZIO, Dieudonné

24.

TAGANDA, Bosco

25.

ZIMURINDA, Innocent

__________________
a
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The complete list, with identifying information and justifications for designation, is available
from www.un.org/sc/committees/1533/pdf/1533_list.pdf.
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Entities

52

1.

Butembo Airlines

2.

Congocom Trading House

3.

Compagnie Aérienne des Grands Lacs (CAGL) — Great Lakes Business
Company (GLBC)

4.

Machanga Ltd

5.

Tous pour la paix et le développement (TPD)

6.

Uganda Commerical Impex (UCI) Ltd
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Annex 3
Updates on selected sanctioned individuals and entities
Individuals
Frank Kakolele Bwambale
Frank Kakolele Bwambale campaigned for President Kabila in Beni and
Butembo territories in November 2011.
Thomas Lubanga Dyilo
On 14 March 2012, the International Criminal Court in The Hague convicted
Thomas Lubanga Dyilo for the war crimes of conscripting and enlisting children
under the age of 15 into the Forces patriotiques pour la libération du Congo (FPLC)
during the 2002-2003 armed conflict in Ituri district and using them to participate in
hostilities. Sentencing has yet to be completed.
“General” Gaston “Rumuli” Iyamuremye
“General” Iyamuremye was replaced as the interim President of the Forces
démocratiques de libération du Rwanda (FDLR) and will return to his previous
position as Vice-President.
Callixte Mbarushimana
The International Criminal Court dropped charges against Callixte
Mbarushimana, the former Executive Secretary of FDLR, in December 2011 and he
subsequently returned to France. He claims he no longer maintains ties to FDLR.
“General” Sylvestre Mudacumura
“General” Mudacumura became the President of FDLR, permanently replacing
Ignace Murwanashyaka and giving up the military command of the rebel movement.
“General” Leodomir Mugaragu
“General” Mugaragu was killed in an attack in which the Congolese armed
group, Front pour la défense du Congo (FDC), participated on 12 January 2012.
“Colonel” Léon Mujyambere
“Colonel” Mujyambere was appointed FDLR-FOCA (Forces combattantes
Abacunguzi) Chief of Staff in order to replace the deceased General Mugaragu.
Jamil Mukulu
Jamil Mukulu’s residence in Nairobi was raided in August 2011. Several
reports claimed he had returned to Beni territory and had recently been with the
Allied Democratic Forces (ADF) rebels on the ground.
Ignace Murwanashyaka
Court proceedings for the former FDLR president are ongoing in Germany.
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Straton Musoni
Court proceedings for the former FDLR vice-president are ongoing in
Germany.
“General” Sheka Ntabo Ntaberi
“General” Ntaberi was an official candidate for National Deputy, but was not
elected in November 2011. He ruptured his close alliance with FDLR by killing
Montana battalion Commander Evariste Karenguhera on 20 November 2011. Since
mid-2011, he has become a close ally of General Bosco Ntaganda and has supported
the ex-CNDP mutiny in coordinated attacks on FARDC in Walikale, including the
killing of Colonels Chuma and PiliPili on 17 April 2012.
General Bosco Ntaganda
General Ntaganda has defected from the Forces armées de la République
démocratique du Congo (FARDC) since mid-April 2012 and has orchestrated a
mutiny against the army leadership. Owing to his flight from Masisi to Rutshuru
territories, he has lost some revenue from previous rackets, such as wood and
charcoal production. However, he still has 345 cows in Ngungu, southern Masisi,
and at least 200 in Kagundu and 300 in Bunyoli, central Masisi. Based on estimates
from local cattle herders, General Ntaganda’s cows produce $1,690 worth of milk
per day, calculated on the lowest price on local markets in Masisi. Based on this
calculation, the Group estimates that General Ntaganda earns at least $50,700 per
month from his cattle.
“General” Stanislas “Bigaruka” Nzeyimana
“General” Nzeyimana has been promoted from Deputy FDLR Commander, to
replace “General” Mudacumura as the Commander of the FDLR military forces.
Colonel Innocent Zimurinda
Colonel Zimurinda also defected from FARDC and joined the ex-CNDP
mutiny, first in Masisi and currently in Rutshuru, under the command of Colonel
Makenga. Although he too has lost revenue from charcoal and wood production,
Colonel Zimurinda still has 80 cows in Mokoto, 45 in Rujebeshe and 35 in Kasake.
The Group estimates that he earns at least $6,000 per month from milk produced by
his cows.

Entities
Machanga Ltd
The owner of Machanga Ltd, Rajendra Kumar, continues to be one of the most
prominent gold buyers in the Great Lakes region, sourcing largely from areas
affected by the presence of armed groups and criminal networks, without conducting
due diligence.
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Tous pour la paix et le développement
The leaders of Tous pour la paix et le développement continue to be very
involved politically in North Kivu province, many belonging to Eugene Serefuli’s
recently established party Union des Congolais pour le progrès (UCP). However,
they have not supported the ex-CNDP (Congrés national pour la défense du peuple)
mutiny.
Uganda Commercial Impex (UCI) Ltd
The owners of UCI, Lodhia, continue to purchase gold from the Beni and
Butembo territories as well as Ituri district.
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Annex 4
Additional information concerning the methodology of the
Group of Experts
While the Group wishes to be as transparent as possible in the descriptions of
its sources, in situations where specific details would expose individuals or lead to
potential safety and security risks, it withholds identifying information and places
the relevant evidence in United Nations archives, together with other relevant
documents.
The Group also benefits from cooperation from local civil society actors and
international non-governmental organizations that have provided it with leads for
further investigation and facilitated access to credible sources of information. For
the purposes of confidential support to its investigations, or for inquiries about the
Group’s mandate and methodology, the Group retains the following e-mail address:
goedrc@un.org.
In its interim and final reports the Group does not include any claims
unsubstantiated by the above-mentioned standards, other than to present official
positions, statements and/or responses from concerned individuals. Where
applicable and possible, however, the Group seeks to address unfounded allegations
regarding the provision of military, financial or political support to armed groups.
The Group is equally committed to impartiality and fairness, and will
endeavour to make available to all relevant parties, if appropriate and possible, any
information about actions for which those parties may be cited, for their review and
response within a specified deadline. To further uphold the right of reply, the Group
is committed to annexing to its reports brief rebuttals, with a summary and
assessment of their credibility, and to make any appropriate amendments regarding
assertions published in earlier reports, in consultation with previous Groups of
Experts, where possible.
Nevertheless, the Group is not a judicial mechanism or an intelligence service
and does not dispose of the financial resources, technical assets, or legal power to
subpoena information which, in a number of Member States, is protected by privacy
laws. The Group relies upon the cooperation from Member States to support its
investigations by providing the Group, pursuant to paragraph 16 of Security Council
resolution 2021 (2011), with “unhindered and immediate access to persons,
documents and sites the Group of Experts deems relevant to the execution of its
mandate”. Though the Group does not benefit from a favourable response rate to its
written inquiries for concrete evidence from Member States, it remains grateful to
those Member States which have conducted thorough inquiries into individuals and
issues raised by the Group, including such cooperation recently extended by
Norway. The Group encourages Member States to provide information on
international and regional networks with potential links to armed groups in the
Democratic Republic of the Congo, unprompted by the Group’s inquiries, and to
consider taking action bilaterally or regionally on the recommendations contained in
the Group’s reports.
To this end, the Group has already met representatives of the United States of
America, China, France, the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland,
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South Africa, Germany, Belgium, Colombia, Portugal, Azerbaijan, India, Pakistan,
Norway, the Netherlands, Togo, Uganda, Rwanda, Burundi, the United Republic of
Tanzania and Kenya. The Group is also in close contact with representatives of
European Union and the International Conference on the Great Lakes Region. The
Group’s cooperation with the International Criminal Police Organization (Interpol)
has been solidified in the agreement of the Committee, in cooperation with Interpol,
to publish joint United Nations-Interpol special notices for individuals and entities
currently included in the sanctions list.
Pursuant to paragraph 17 of resolution 2021 (2011), the Group has exchanged
communication and cooperation with the members of the Group of Experts on Côte
d’Ivoire and the Panel of Experts on Liberia, with particular attention to the illicit
trade in gold via common trafficking networks and the Group’s due diligence
guidelines. It has also established cooperation with the Monitoring Group on
Somalia and Eritrea, re-established by Security Council resolution 2002 (2011)
regarding the illicit gold trade and in relation to recruitment networks in East Africa,
which may include cooperation between Al-Shabaab in Somalia and the Allied
Democratic Forces present in North Kivu territory of the Democratic Republic of
the Congo.
With regard to the above-mentioned comprehensive assessment of social and
economic development in relevant mining zones, following extensive consultations
with Security Council members, the Group has adopted a qualitative methodology
based upon economic indicators from principal mining zones.
The Group is committed to building strong cooperation with the Government
of the Democratic Republic of the Congo and has not only met with senior
Government officials, including from the military, intelligence services and
presidential security advisers in Kinshasa, but also with numerous provincial and
local authorities in North Kivu, South Kivu, Katanga and Orientale province. In
light of the recent formation of the Government’s new cabinet on 29 April 2012, the
Group intends to swiftly establish communications and lines of cooperation with
relevant ministries.
With regard to its mandate on violations of international humanitarian law, the
Group has established cooperative links with the Offices of the Special
Representatives of the Secretary-General for Children and Armed Conflict and on
Sexual Violence in Conflict. The Group is committed to exchanging information
with both Offices, through the Committee, in the identification of military and
armed group commanders who fulfil sanctions criteria.
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Annex 5
ADF combatants killed in an attempted jailbreak of rebel
leaders in Beni territory
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Annex 6
ADF letter threatening MONUSCO and FARDC during
joint operations against the rebels
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Annex 7
Letter from Alexis Sinduhije addressed to the
Secretary-General of the United Nations
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Annex 8
Letter from Raoul Boulakia, the lawyer for Alexis Sinduhije
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Annex 9
Response of the Group of Experts to the letters above
concerning its findings on the involvement of Alexis
Sinduhije in armed rebellion
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Annex 10
Extract from the FRD memorandum of 22 November 2011
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Annex 11
Mission order for FRD combatants in the Democratic
Republic of the Congo
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Annex 12
List of demands made by FRPI
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Annex 13
Photo of a former Mai Mai Gédéon lieutenant, wounded
while participating in a CORAK operationa

__________________
a
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The Group has archived footage showing the same person on trial, together with Gédéon.
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Annex 14
Extract of a letter signed by the Tutsi community, in which
it states that General Ntaganda secured the November
2011 elections
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Annex 15
Extract of an electoral list: CNDP candidate Édouard
Mwangachuchu
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Annex 16
Extract from an NGO report denouncing abuses during
the elections
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Annex 17
Letter signed by UCP politicians denouncing irregularities
during the elections, in particular involvement of military
elements in the process and the filling of ballots by
military elements
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Annex 18
Extract from an electoral list: CNDP candidate Erasto
Bahati Musanga
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Annex 19
Photo of an FARDC vehicle belonging to Colonel Saddam
Ringo, with Amani Leo insignias removed
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Annex 20
Text messages from escaped arms trafficker in Uvira linking
Lieutenant Colonel Eric Ngabo, alias “Zairois”, to the
attack on the prison that freed the trafficker weeks before
the ex-CNDP mutiny began
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Annex 21
Photos of weapons and ammunition seized from mutineer
Lieutenant Colonel Nsabimana in Uvira on 3 April 2012
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Annex 22
Photos of weapons seized from the residence of Colonel
Josué Biyoyo in Nyabibwe on 21 April 2012
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Annex 23
Photos of surrender of Colonel Bernard Byamungu on
16 April 2012
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Annex 24
Letter from the Tutsi community against the arrest of
General Ntaganda
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Annex 25
Unsigned memorandum from ex-CNDP officers addressed
to President Kabila before the 1 April 2012 mutiny
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Annex 26
Timeline of the initial stages of the mutiny in North Kivu
and South Kivu
1 April 2012
• Colonel Innocent Kaina chases away Government soldiers of the 805th
regiment and takes control of the regiment base at Nyongera, in Rutshuru, with
about 200 ex-CNDP troops.
• Lieutenant Colonel Felix Mugabo and Lieutenant Colonel Alexi Muhire split
with 70-80 troops from the 804th regiment and regroup at Katale, Rutshuru.
• Major Murenzi, company Commander at Bunagana, deserted and joined the
mutineers at Katale.
• Colonels Gahizi, Bisamaza, Kabundi and Bizimana return from Kinshasa to
Goma.
• Lieutenant Colonel Burimasu attempts to seize the 112th regiment weapons
depot in Lulimba. He is arrested by 112th regiment Commander, Colonel
Sammy Matumo.
• Colonel Byamungu, 9th sector Commander in Uvira, holds a planning meeting
with all senior-ranking ex-CNDP officers.
2 April 2012
• General Amisi flies to Beni to deal with the crisis.
• Colonel Nsabimana leaves Baraka for Uvira, after taking (all?) weapons out of
the depot.
3 April 2012
• Major Dusabe Nyabirungu defects from Nyamilima together with ex-CNDP
troops based in Isahasha.
• Lieutenant Colonel Kashwala moves with his battalion from Pinga to Mweso,
where he joins Colonel Zimurinda’s 811th regiment.
• Fighting erupts between Colonel Alphonse Ngabo’s troops of the 803rd
regiment and loyal troops at Kashebere.
• Lieutenant Colonel Muhire attempts to bring ammunition to Bosco Ntaganda
in Goma.
• APCLS takes advantage of the vacuum in Pinga to take control of the locality.
• General Amisi and Colonel Gahizi sensitize FARDC troops along the axis
Beni-Rutshuru.
• Colonel Byamungu flees into the hills above Uvira together with about
50 combatants, including Uvira town battalion Commander, Lieutenant
Colonel Eric Ngabo, alias “Zairois”.
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4 April 2012
• Colonel Alphonse Ngabo’s troops from the 803rd regiment defect from
Kashebere and move towards Kitchanga and Masisi.
• Colonel Zimurinda’s 811th regiment moves towards Bwiza.
• Colonel Justin Karangwa deserts with troops from the 810th regiment in
Masisi and moves to Kagundu.
• Lieutenant Colonel Jules Butoni, 8121st battalion Commander, moves from
Chugi to MureMure.
• Lieutenant Colonel Tambwe Dereva, 8102nd battalion Commander based in
Nyabiondo, goes to Masisi.
• Mutineers start surrendering in Rutshuru. Lieutenant Colonel Ganishuri,
Lieutenant Colonel Kitchochi and troops return to the Government.
• General Bosco Ntaganda builds up his forces in Goma. The Government
brings in commandos to secure Goma and Bukavu.
• General Amisi comes to Bukavu and meets with Colonel Makenga.
• Colonel Nsabimana, who arrived earlier in Uvira, is attacked by an FARDC
unit. He is forced to abandon a large part of his weapons and ammunition
stock, and flees to the hills above Uvira.
5 April 2012
• Colonel Alexis Muhire, of the 106th regiment in Bunyakiri, deserts with
50 men. General Amisi and Colonel Delphin Kahimbi are in Uvira.
6 April 2012
• Lieutenant Colonel Muhire and his troops depart from Katale to Kitchanga.
Government troops take control of Katale.
• The mutineers are now concentrated on the hills in Karuba, Sake, Kabati,
Kilolirwe, Ngungu and Kitchanga.
• APCLS progresses in Massi towards Lushoa in Masisi centre and Kashuga in
northern Masisi.
• Lieutenant Colonel Bizabasoma Michu, 1051st FARDC battalion Commander,
Lieutenant Colonel Bahingana Nemeyimana, 1052nd FARDC battalion
Commander, surrender together with 116 soldiers from the 105th FARDC
regiment in Kabimba, near Uvira.
7 April 2012
• General Ntaganda vanishes from Goma in spite of FARDC blocking all exits
from the provincial capital.
• Colonels Gahizi, Smith, Padiri and Faustin visit Masisi and Katale to find a
solution for the mutiny in Masisi.
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8 April 2012
• Colonel Innocent Kaina flees from Nyongera and briefly takes control of
Bunagana.
• General Ntaganda’s escorts increase deployment in quartier St-Esprit in Goma
and build trenches.
9 April 2012
• Lieutenant Colonel Muhire surrenders with 11 elements and Colonels
Ndaisaba and Mpaka surrender with 38 elements in Rutshuru.
10 April 2012
• President Kabila convokes a meeting involving all high FARDC command in
Goma.
11 April 2012
• President Kabila holds a meeting at Ihusi Hotel, in Goma, with civil society,
politicians and economic actors.
14 April 2012
• Major Gafisha surrenders in Burhale with 41 men.
16 April 2012
• Colonel Byamungu and Colonel Nsabimana surrender with 125 men and
several heavy weapons. Ringo and Ngabo escape (to Bukavu then Masisi).
21 April 2012
• FARDC seize the personal stock of weapons of Colonel Josué Biyoyo, 103rd
regiment Commander in Nyabibwe.
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Annex 27
Communiqué by Colonel Innocent Gahizi, reassuring the
soldiers that the FARDC command was in control of the
situation during the mutiny
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Annex 28
FARDC list of mutineers and judicial outcomes in
North Kivu
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Annex 29
Extract of President Kabila’s speech in Goma, April 2012
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Annex 30
CNDP communiqué stating that while combats were
ongoing in Masisi, General Ntaganda continued belonging
to the FARDC hierarchy
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Annex 31
Positions held by mutineers in Masisi
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Annex 32
CNDP communiqué acknowledging the 4 May 2012 five-day
ceasefire announced by FARDC, though the mutineers
attacked FARDC in Kibumba on 8 May 2012
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Annex 33
CNDP communiqué announcing the creation of M23
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Annex 34
Mutineer and M23 positions in Rutshuru
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Annex 35
Aerial photograph of General Ntaganda’s farm in Mushaki,
where one of his arms caches was seized
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Annex 36
Photographs of light and heavy weapons recovered
from General Ntaganda’s farm on 8 May 2012 after
Government forces dislodged ex-CNDP mutineers from
Mushaki, Masisi territory
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Annex 37
Photographs of weapons seized from Colonel Makenga’s
private arms cache in Nyamunyoni
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Annex 38
CONSUP letter soliciting financial and material support
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Annex 39
FARDC document on mutineers in Ituri
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Annex 40
AK-47 ammunition and 60 mm mortar bombs that were
destined for Amani Leo operations in Masisi and Walikale
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Annex 41
Photographs of negligence and dilapidation at
SOCIDEX (formerly AFRIDEX) explosives plant
in Likasi, Katanga province
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Annex 42
Tin purchases from Bisie of comptoir Huaying in February
2012 and by comptoir CMM in March 2012
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Annex 43
Tin purchases from Bisie of comptoir Metachem in January
2012, by comptoir GMC in February 2012 and by comptoir
AMR Mugote in March 2012
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Annex 44
Suspension announcement by the Minister of Mines for
comptoirs CMM and Huaying
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Annex 45
Tin purchases of comptoir Huaying from Bisie in January 2012
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Annex 46
List of validated mines in the vicinity of the centre de négoce
of Mugogo
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Annex 47
List of validated mines in the vicinity of the centre de négoce
of Rubaya
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Annex 48
Letter of the former provincial minister of mines Naasson
Kubuya Ndoole, assuring the national Ministry of Mines
that material sent back from Rwanda was safely locked
away in Goma
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Annex 49
Procurement policy based on United Nations due diligence
guidelines adopted by Ningxia Orient Tantalum
Industry Company
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Annex 50
Official mineral exports from North Kivu during the first
trimester of 2012
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Annex 51
Letter from the Steering Committee of the International
Conference of the Great Lakes Region addressed to iTSCi
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Annex 52
Letter from the Minister of Mines of the Democratic
Republic of the Congo addressed to the audit committee
of EICC/GeSi
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